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Bubbles composed of seven images (from the lower left to the upper right):

1. Prof. Georges Meylan (EPFL) giving an Un-
derstanding Science seminar on „Gravi-
tational Lenses: Mirages in the Universe“, 
held on June 8, 2018.

2. Group picture of the participants of the 
2nd Space Science School, held on Octo-
ber10-19, 2018 in RADI, Sanya, China.

3. Cover of TAIKONG no. 11 on „Roads To-
wards Sample Return From Comets and 
Asteroids“.

4. Group picture of the participants of the 
ISSI-BJ/ISSI joint Forum on „Variability and 
Predictability of Solar-Terrestrial Coupling: 

the Next Scientific Program of SCOSTEP“ 
held on November 14-16, 2018.

5. Discussion during the ISSI-BJ/ISSI Work-
shop on „Tropical and Subtropical Cyclo-
nes with Improved Satellite Observations“, 
held on May 7-10, 2019.

6. Asteroid A/2017 U1 ‘Oumuamua, subject 
of Prof. Wing Ip‘s Understanding Science 
seminar, held on January 16, 2018. Credit:  
ESO.

7. China‘s lunar rover Yutu-2, rolling onto 
the far side of the moon, as taken by the 
Chang‘e-4 lunar probe. Credit: CNSA.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF 
TRUSTEES

The past year of 
2018 is an import-
ant year for space 
science in China. The 
Chinese lunar pro-
gram reached a ma-
jor milestone after a 
series of successful 
activities. On May 
21, the relay satellite 
“Queqiao” (mean-
ing a sky bridge for 

lovers) was launched and successfully entered its 
Earth-Moon L2 halo orbit after a 24-day journey. 
On December 8, Chang’E-4 was launched and 
successfully landed on the far-side of the moon 
on January 3, 2019, which made an important 
breakthrough of lunar explorations. Thanks for 
“Queqiao” to bridge the communication between 
Chang’E-4 and the earth. We have received clear 
image of the landing side and also the deploy-
ment of the rover Yutu-2. Also in this year, the 
1st term of Strategic Priority Program on Space 
Science achieved a successful closure with four 
missions, DAMP, QUESS, SJ-10, HXMT, and the 
2nd term of Strategic Priority Program on Space 
Science was kicked-off. A new batch of space sci-
ence missions, including SMILE, EP, ASO-S and 
GECA, were proved for implementation, which will 
be launched in the following years from 2020 to 
2023. In addition to these remarkable scientific 
missions, a new initiative between Beijing munici-
pal government and Chinese Academy of Sciences 
was kicked off, to establish a Space Science Labo-
ratory located in Huairou Scinece City, which will 
become the main player in future for space sci-
ence, both in China and internationally. 

Accompanying these major achievements, IS-
SI-BJ is not an onlooker. In 2018, ISSI-BJ started 
its tailored international forums for the candidate 
missions supported by the Strategic Priority Pro-
gram on Space Science. The “Roads towards Sam-

ple Return from Comets and Asteroids” was held. 
In the beginning of 2019, the forum on Discover 
the sky by longest wavelength with small satellite 
constellation was held. Moreover, ISSI-BJ started 
to organize forums for international space science 
communities. In 2018, the forum of “Variability 
and Predictability of Solar-Terrestrial Coupling: 
the Next Scientific Program of SCOSTEP” was or-
ganized and another one co-organized with APS-
CO will be held in 2019.

In 2018, 14 team meetings were organized, 
which is the most after its inauguration in 2013. 
Including the 6 team selected in 2018, ISSI-BJ have 
19 active teams with the total number supported 
team reached 31. In 2018, our joint space science 
school with APSCO was successfully organized, 
which consolidated and promoted our strategic 
collaborations.

2019 will be more important to ISSI-BJ. ISSI-BJ 
is looking forward. A series of forums will be or-
ganized to discuss the science and international 
cooperation for future space science mission con-
cepts. One will be jointly organized with NSSC 
to the discuss the frontiers and opportunities in 
the field of space science. Workshops and more 
projects are prepared to further the scientific out-
comes of Chinese space science, lunar and Mar-
tian missions.

On the management side, I must say thanks for 
Marizio Falanga, on behalf of the Board of Trust-
ees, for taking over the duties during the difficult 
time of ISSI-BJ for finding a new executive director. 
I look forward to the stability and further develop-
ment with a new executive director. 

Finally, I thank our excellent staff, Lijuan EN and 
Anna Yang, for their daily works and also Xiaolong 
Dong and Maurizio Falanga for their trustful and 
efficient management of ISSI-BJ.

Ji Wu

Beijing, May 20019
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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

In the beginning of 
2018, I was appointed 
by the ISSI-BJ Board of 
Trustees to be the Ex-
ecutive Director ad in-
terim. Considering that 
ISSI-BJ’s baby-growth 
was led by me from 
2013 to 2016, without 
hesitation I took the 
responsibility of get-
ting ISSI-BJ back to 

the original track, which should follow the spirit 
and positioning of the Agreement of Cooperation 
(AoC) signed in 2013 between the International 
Space Science Institute in Bern and the Nation-
al Space Science Center. I would like to thank the 
BoT members, and especially its Chair, Prof. Ji WU, 
for the trust and gratitude. Of course, I was also 
extremely happy to work again with Prof. Xiaolong 
Dong, and to find my staff, Lijuan EN and Anna 
Yang, on my side to sail ISSI-BJ to new horizons.

A new strategy plan and implementation plan 
was set-up, and we all started to work hard. We 
published e.g., the two missing TAIKONG mag-
azines on Lunar and Planetary Seismology and 
Roads Towards Sample Return from Comets and 
Asteroids and the Books on Gamma-Ray Bursts and 
Making of Planets and Their Early Atmospheres. 
ISSI-BJ has also organized 3 Understanding Sci-
ence seminars, which enabled a broader public to 
listen to the talks on the A/2017 U1 ‘Oumuamua 
asteroid, gravitational lenses, as well as the Cosmic 
Rays.  ISSI-BJ welcomed over 350 high level scien-
tists and young scientists, they all made contribu-
tion to both ISSI-BJ and the new generation. With 
further research and development of the Chinese 
Space Science, I do believe ISSI-BJ will aim at much 
higher space science missions and serve unique-
ly as an open-minded international institute.

Furthermore, in order to keep ISSI-BJ’s signif-
icant continuation and increase scientific activi-
ties rapidly, I visited Technology and Engineering 

Center for Space Utilization (CSU, CAS) many 
times, having several meetings with Dr. Yang 
Yang, head of the International Cooperation Of-
fice. Both parties discussed the potential coop-
eration opportunities for the near future, and 
agreed to making use of ISSI-BJ working tools, 
such as working group, to involve China Space 
Station. We are in the process of signing a MoU.

On September 10, 2018, ISSI-BJ Visiting Com-
mittee meeting was held in the ISSI-BJ office, 
which is responsible for evaluating and reviewing 
ISSI-BJ’s mandate, operation, budget, and man-
agement every three years. As a result, after the 
8 members of Visiting Committee’s review, as 
well as an interview with 3 ISSI-BJ visitors and 2 
members of staff, a final report was produced, 
which gave ISSI-BJ an overall positive summa-
ry and guide. Together with a new ISSI-BJ Strat-
egy and implementation plan, NSSC and ISSI 
can sign in 2019 the continuation of the AoC.

As we all know, ISSI-BJ and Asia-Pacific Space 
Cooperation Organization (APSCO) signed a Mem-
orandum of Understanding (MoU) in 2015. Based 
on that, and through renewing MoU in 2017, we 
keep close cooperation. With our sustaining ef-
forts, in October 2018 we organized a very success-
ful 2nd ISSI-BJ and APSCO Space Science School 
with EISCAT on Study Space Weather Effects: From 
the Sun to the Ground, at Sanya Institute of Re-
mote Sensing (RADI), Hainan Province, China. 

For the future program, the Science Com-
mittee reviewed different proposals, and the 
ISSI-BJ directorate will be glad to implement 
6 international teams, 6 forums and 1 work-
shop, which will be held in 2019. Therefore, IS-
SI-BJ will be operated in very steady situation.

Last but not least, I am extremely grateful to the 
ISSI-BJ staff, mainly Lijuan En and Anna Yang, as well 
as the occasional assistants Dongjin Bai and Yuan-
jing Miao, for their great support to the thoughtful 
organization and efficient management of ISSI-BJ.

Maurizio Falanga

Beijing, May 20019
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ABOUT ISSI-BJ

The International Space Science Institute Beijing 
(ISSI-BJ) is a non-profit research institute jointly 
established by the National Space Science Center 
(NSSC) and the International Space Science Insti-
tute (ISSI) with the support of the International 
Cooperation Bureau and the Strategic Priority Pro-
gram on Space Science. ISSI-BJ is a close cooper-
ation partner of ISSI in Bern. Both institutes share 
the same Science Committee, the same study 
tools, and other information of mutual relevance 
and interest. However, both use independent op-
erational methods and different funding sources. 

The main mission of ISSI-BJ is to contribute to 
the achievement of a deeper scientific and tech-
nological understanding of future space missions 
as well as of the scientific results from current and 
past missions through multidisciplinary research, 
possibly involving whenever appropriate, ground 
based observations and laboratory experiments. 
The Program of ISSI-BJ covers a widespread spec-
trum of space science disciplines, including solar 
and space physics, planetary science, astrobiology, 
micro-gravity science and earth observation. It of-
fers a complement to the ISSI program with spe-
cial emphasis on future scientific opportunities. 

History

In October 2011, Professor Ji Wu, the Director 
General of the National Space Science Center of 
Chinese Academy of Sciences (NSSC, CAS), visited 
the International Space Science Institute (ISSI). He 
proposed to establish an International Space Sci-
ence Institute in Beijing (ISSI-BJ) during his visit. 

In February 2012, Simon Aegeter, Chairman of 
ISSI‘s Board of Trustees and Roger-Maurice Bon-
net, Executive Director of ISSI, visited NSSC for fur-
ther discussion. Both parties exchanged opinions 
and signed the Memorandum of Understanding 
which was approved by the ISSI’s Board of Trust-
ees (BoT) in June 2012. On April 19, 2013, the BoT 
of ISSI signed the Agreement of Cooperation with 
NSSC and approved the implementation plan of 
cooperation between ISSI and ISSI-BJ. It was de-
cided, for the first time in the history of ISSI, to 
share the name with another institution. This de-
cision was made because of the conviction that 
NSSC is an extremely trustworthy partner. Follow-
ing this decision, ISSI and NSSC moved forward 
with the implementation plan to establish ISSI-BJ.

The inauguration ceremony of ISSI-BJ was held 
at the NSSC in Beijing on July 16, 2013. Professor 
Rafael Rodrigo, Executive Director of the Interna-
tional Space Science Institute, and Professor Ji Wu, 

Chairman of the BoT of ISSI-BJ and Director Gen-
eral of NSSC, jointly inaugurated the new institute 
located on the 3rd floor of the NSSC building. In 
2013, the ISSI-BJ Board of Trustees elected Profes-
sor Maurizio Falanga from Switzerland to head the 
Institute as its Executive Director. 

A brainstorm forum on the strategy of ISSI-BJ 
was held in November, 2014, and an internation-
al visiting assessment committee was established 
to evaluate the performance of ISSI-BJ. The as-
sessment reports gave ISSI-BJ a very good credit 
and concluded that ISSI-BJ had a good start and 
had been gaining excellent reputations from the 
international science communities. Based on the 
evaluations, NSSC and ISSI agreed to continue 
their cooperation on ISSI-BJ. The BoTs of ISSI-BJ 
and ISSI approved assessment report and the new 
agreement in April and June, 2015, respectively.  
Therefore, on October 23, 2015, Professor Ji Wu, 
director-general of the NSSC and chair of the IS-
SI-BJ BoT, and Professor Rosine Lallement, repre-
sentative and vice chair of the ISSI BoT, signed a 
new agreement, which confirmed the cooperation 
of two sides on continuation of ISSI-BJ. According 
to the new agreement, the cooperation will last for 
at least three years and after the specified period 
of three years, the agreement can be extended.
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ISSI-BJ’S SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

Research Tools

Workshops are study projects on specific 
scientific themes, selected in consultation with the 
Science Committee. The duration of a Workshop 
is typically one week. Workshops are organized by 
a group of conveners who define the theme, set 
up the program, and list the group of participants. 
Participation is by invitation only. The size of 
any Workshop is usually limited to a maximum 
participants of 45, including few young scientists. 

The results of the Workshops are published as 
refereed papers in issues of Space Science Reviews 
and in parallel as volumes of the Space Science 
Series of ISSI (SSSI).

Forums are informal and free debates among 
20-25 high-level participants on open questions 
of scientific or science policy nature. A Forum may 
lead to formal recommendations or decisions 
depending upon the topic or issues addressed in 
the Forum. 

TAIKONG magazines constitute the output of 
the Forums organized at ISSI-BJ. They report the 
content of the Forums and reflect in a neutral way 
the discussions and advises from the participants.

Working Groups are set up by the Director-
ate for specific tasks, often of technical nature. 
Their life time can be of several years. The results 
of the Working Groups are published as volumes 
of ISSI-BJ Scientific Report Series (SR) or in the 
scientific literature.

International Teams follow a strict bottom-up 
approach whereby in response to a specific call 
issued every year in January, scientists can pro-
pose projects corresponding to the topics broadly 
identified in the Call. The reviewing and ranking 
process is the responsibility of the Science Com-
mittee. 

International Teams are composed of about 
5-15  scientists from different institutions, nation-
alities, and expertise. They meet at ISSI-BJ for one 
or several periods of time of typically one week. 
They are active for 12-18 months. IT projects often 
involve data or modelling work. Their activities is 
directed and organised by a team leader, generally 
the initiator of the proposal. Teams are largely 
independent in the execution of their project, but 
maintain close contact with ISSI-BJ. 

ISSI-BJ is an institute with the mission to serve the space science communities in multi-lateral and 
multi-disciplinary activities. ISSI-BJ is open to support projects from any Asian or international scien-
tists or institutes, encouraging the scientists to work together in Beijing.

WORKSHOPS WORKING GROUPS

INTERNATIONAL TEAMS

FORUMS
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Outreach and Training Tools

ISSI-BJ Space School is a biennial School on 
space sciences and space science missions for in-
ternational students. The students are provided 
with the required scientific background relevant to 
producing a report.

Understanding Science is organized by the 
UK Royal Society of Chemistry, Beijing University 
of Chemical Technology and ISSI-BJ. Its goal is to 
make a broader public aware of today’s accom-
plishments in research through short scientific lec-
tures in English (popularization talks), and to give 
an opportunity to talk with either international or 
Chinese scientists in a relaxed atmosphere.

VISITING SCIENTISTS

U.S. SEMINARSSPACE SCHOOL

Statistics

In 2018, ISSI-BJ organized two Forums, one 
Workshop, two Understanding Science public 
seminars, and one Space Science School. In 2018, 
we had 19 active international teams - 1 selected 
in 2015, 5 selected in 2016, 6 selected in 2017, and 
6 selected in 2018. 

In the course of 2018, a total number of 377 in-
ternational scientists participated in the scientific 
activities of ISSI-BJ. 

Pie chart on the right: Geographical distribution of the ISSI-BJ 
scientific activities participants

ISSI-BJ Forum on “Roads towards Sample Return from Comets and Asteroids”

Senior and Junior Visiting Scientists carry 
out scientific work in collaboration with, or under 
the supervision of the ISSI-BJ scientific staff on 
matters directly or indirectly connected with the 
ISSI-BJ projects. They contribute to the scientific 
environment at ISSI-BJ in complement to the IS-
SI-BJ scientific staff. 

A
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How to use the ISSI-BJ Tools

International Team

1. A joint call for proposals is released by 
ISSI/ISSI-BJ every year in January. 

2. Submit your proposal corresponding to 
the topics broadly identified in the Call. 

3. The proposals are evaluated, prioritized 
and recommended to ISSI-BJ by the ISSI/
ISS-BJ Science Committee. 

4. The activity is directed and organized by a 
team leader who is also the initiator of the 
proposal to ISSI-BJ. 

5. The IT holds a series of two to three one-
week meetings over a period of 12 to 18 
months. 

6. The results of Teams are published in sci-
entific journals.

Workshop, Working Group and Forum

1. There is no annual call. The scientific com-
munity can put forward suggestions at any 
time on future Workshops and Forums. 

2. Submit a summary of maximum one page, 
explaining the proposal topic, the ratio-
nale to organize the event at ISSI-BJ and 
the list of proposers.

3. The proposals are evaluated, prioritized 
and recommended to ISSI-BJ by the ISSI/
ISS-BJ Science Committee. 

4. The activity is organized by the conveners.

5. The activity is held at ISSI-BJ.

6. The activity outcome is prepared and pub-
lished.

CALL FOR TEAMS/
       IDEA

SUMBISSION EVALUATION       ORGANIZATION ACTIVITY HELD 
     AT ISSI-BJ

OUTCOME
      PUBLISHED
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FORUMS

Roads towards Sample Return from Comets and Asteroids

January 17-19, 2018

Conveners: Antonella Barucci (Observatoire de Paris, France), John Brucato (Arcetri Observatory, Italy), 
Humberto Campins (University of Central Florida, USA), Ian Franchi (Open University, Milton Keynes, UK), 
HUANG Jiang-chuan (CAST, China), Jeremie Lasue (IRAP, France), LIN Yangting (IGG, CAS, China), Holger 
Sierks (MPS, Germany), Shogo Tachibana (Hokkaido University, Japan), Michael Zolensky (NASA, Johnson 
Space Center, USA), WU Ji (NSSC/CAS, China), Michel Blanc (ISSI-BJ, China)

The ISSI-BJ forum on Roads towards Sample 
Return from Comets and Asteroids was joined by 
over 40 international experts. 

The Forum started with a discussion on the sci-
ence drivers and the key objectives to be assigned 
to sample collection and analysis. The forum then 
proceeded to a comprehensive review of sample 
return missions, from already flown ones (Stardust 
and Hayabusa), through those which have been 
selected or pre-selected for flight (Hayabusa-2, 
MMX, Osirix-Rex, DESTINY+) to the new mission 
candidates. In this last category, four very prom-
ising mission objectives and scenarios currently 
elaborated by teams of Chinese scientists and en-
gineers were presented and discussed, together 
with the SPS-Trojans mission study of JAXA. The 
different Chinese proponents were encouraged 
to continue to work together towards the emer-

gence of one favorite mission that will guarantee 
the best science return.

The morning of the second day was devoted to 
a review of the basic technologies needed for a 
technology missions, and of their constraints on 
the design of flight platforms, building on the les-
sons learnt from previous missions to small bod-
ies, particularly ESA’s Rosetta and its Philae lander, 
and on the potential interest of some innovative 
technical approaches. The afternoon of the second 
day was devoted to live discussions between the 
forum participants of all countries, which aimed at 
elaborating conclusions and recommendations.

An issue of Taikong, ISSI-BJ magazine, will be 
devoted to the content of this Forum for distribu-
tion to the science communities and space science 
institutions.

Participants of the Forum on “Roads towards Sample Return from Comets and Asteroids” in Beijing

The artist’s rendering 
of Hayabusa 2 which is 

scheduled to randezvous with 
asteroid 1999 JU3 in June 

2018 (Credit: JAXA).
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Variability and Predictability of Solar-Terrestrial Coupling: the Next 
Scientific Program of SCOSTEP

November 14-16, 2018

Conveners: Nat Gopalswamy (NASA, USA), Ioannis A. Daglis (University of Athens, Greece), Maurizio 
Falanga (ISSI-BJ, China), Chi WANG (NSSC, China)

The ISSI-BJ forum on “Variability and Predict-
ability of Solar-Terrestrial Coupling: the Next Sci-
entific Program of SCOSTEP” was joined by nearly 
20 leading scientists from 10 countries. 

The main goal of the Forum was to define the 
next scientific program of the Scientific Commit-
tee on Solar Terrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP) for the 
period 2019 – 2023. The Forum started with an 
overview of the SCOSTEP objectives and NSP char-
ter. Following that, the achievements and lessons 
learned from VarSITI activities were introduced, as 
well as the status of NSP committee activities, with 
particular attention given to the capacity building 
activities, and outreach activities. The rest of the 
first day, as well as most of the second day of the 
Forum were dedicated to the expert presentations 
from the fields of atmosphere, solar, ionosphere, 

magnetosphere and mesosphere-stratosphere). 
At the end of the second day, the areas which 
need revision were identified, and the participants 
were divided into groups to work on these areas. 

On the last day of the Forum, the working 
groups started drafting changes to the NSP re-
port, and after a discussion about the drafts and 
the NSP modus operandi, a combined document 
was prepared. Finally, the Forum Participants 
discussed the work plan until the next meeting 
during the Forum at ISSI Bern.

An issue of Taikong, ISSI-BJ magazine, will be 
devoted to the content of this Forum for distribu-
tion to the science communities and space science 
institutions.

Participants of the Forum on the next scientific program of SCOSTEP in Beijing
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WORKSHOP

Tropical and Subtropical Cyclones with Improved Satellite 
Observations

May 7-10, 2018

Conveners: Xiaolong Dong (ISSI-BJ and NSSC, CAS, China), Hui Yu (Shanghai Typhoon Institute, China 
Meteorological Administration, China), Mark Bourassa (Florida State University, USA), Ji Wu (NSSC/CAS, 
China), Anny Cazenave (ISSI and LEGOS, France), and Lennart Bengtsson (Emeritus Scientific Members of 
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology)

Over 40 scientists from 6 countries participated 
in the joint ISSI/ISSI-BJ workshop on Tropical and 
Subtropical Cyclones with Improved Satellite Ob-
servations.

The workshop started with an introduction and 
an overview of tropical cyclones, followed by the 
session on observations of ocean surfaces, which 
was continued on the second day as well. On the 
third day, the speakers covered the topics relat-
ed to the observations of atmospheric thermo-
dynamics and precipitations. Modeling, analysis, 
assimilation and forecast of tropical cyclones were 
discussed on the last day of the workshop.

Under its special program for supporting young 
scientists, 3 early career scientists were invited to 
present at the Workshop. The Young Scientist par-
ticipation is intended to give early career scientists 
working on the broad scientific topic of the work-
shop an opportunity to present their projects in 
front of the expert audience, and to initiate fruitful 
discussions with these experts.

Following the Workshop, its output will be pub-
lished as a volume in the “Space Science Series of 
ISSI/ISSI-BJ” by Springer, after publication of the 
chapters as peer-reviewed papers in the journal of 
“Surveys in Geophysics”. At the end of each ses-
sion, plans about the book preparation were also 
discussed.

Participants of the Workshop on “Tropical and Subtropical Cyclones with Improved Satellite Observations” in Beijing

Hurricane Isabel (2003), 
credit: ISS
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Since 2014, every year in January ISSI-BJ and ISSI jointly release the Call for International Teams in 
Space and Earth Sciences to invite proposals for study projects from internationally collaborating 
teams of scientists from different institutions. 

The Call is open to scientists of any nationality actively involved in the following research fields: 

1. Space Sciences (Solar and Heliospheric Physics, Solar-Terrestrial Sciences, Space Plasma and 
Magnetospheric Physics, Planetary Sciences, Astrobiology, Cosmology, Astrophysics, and Fun-
damental Physics in Space) 

2. Earth Sciences using space data 

Note:                is used to mark the joint ISSI-BJ/ISSI teams

INTERNATIONAL TEAMS

Teams selected in 2015

1. Brasseur G. (DE) & Bouarar I. (DE)

Analysis of Persistent Regional Air Pollution 
in Asia

Session: February 29-March 4, 2016

Scientific Rationale: We propose to assem-
ble an international and interdisciplinary team 
of air pollution specialists to address the unre-
solved problem of the formation of persistent and 
health-threatening aerosol layers during winter-
time in large areas of Asia. 

Our objective is to bring together a group of 
experts representing these different disciplines 
to address the problem of the formation of large 
haze episodes in Asia from different perspectives 
(space observations, surface monitoring, profiling, 
laboratory approaches, data analysis, modeling 
and impacts). 

The two projected meetings, one in Bern and 
one in Beijing will provide the opportunity to dis-
cuss in detail the different issues related to haze 
formation and to develop a synthesis that should 
lead to the production of a proceedings book and 
to seminal papers that present the state-of-the-art 
on this issue. Of highest importance is the partic-
ipation of Asian experts who have collected large 
datasets and are ready to contribute. 

2. Miyoshi Y. (JP) & Hosokawa K. (JP)

Pulsating aurora as a manifestation of 
non-linear wave particle

Session: May 30-June 3, 2016 & July 2-6, 2018

Scientific Rationale: The ISSI-BJ Team will un-
derstand the causal relationship between the mi-
cro-process of the wave-particle interactions in 
the magnetosphere and pulsating aurora (PsA) in 
the ionosphere. 

We have assembled a team of experts of 
ground-based observations, satellite observa-
tions, and simulations to tackle the focused ques-
tions on the pulsating aurora, which is a manifes-
tation of the non-linear wave particle interactions 
of whistler mode chorus waves. 

Besides the experts of the observations, we in-
vite several members from the simulation studies 
for comprehensive understanding of the physical 
processes. These members also represent several 
space missions providing the data that are rele-
vant for our focused research, namely, NASA’s Van 
Allen Probes and THEMIS missions, ESA’s Cluster 
mission, and the upcoming JAXA’s ERG mission.
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3. Nakariakov V. (UK) & 
                                   Van Doorsselaere T. (BE)

Magnetohydrodynamic Seismology of the 
Solar Corona in the Era of SDO/AIA

Sessions: December 14-18, 2015 & January 16-
20, 2017

Scientific Rationale: We are going to assess in 
depth, develop and create the basis for full-scale 
implementation of the magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) seismological methods for the diagnostics 
of the solar coronal plasmas by MHD waves and 
oscillations with the use of data obtained with the 
Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on the Solar 
Dynamics Observatory. 

The unique capabilities of the instrument, such 
as the combination of the high spatial and time 
resolution, high sensitivity and 24/7 full-disk cov-
erage allows for the confident detection of coro-
nal wave and oscillatory processes, and assessing 
their key parameters. 

These observational findings, in combination 
with the advanced MHD wave theory and instru-
mentoriented forward modelling provide us with 
the ground for the delivery of robust coronal plas-
ma diagnostics of the key coronal plasma param-
eters, such as the coronal heating function and 
sub-resolution structuring. 

Aims of the proposed activity are: 1. major ex-
pansion of the international research collaboration 
in the field by establishing new research collabo-
rations and enhancing existing links 2. conducting 

collaborative research on several selected topical 
problems, 3. performing effective knowledge ex-
change, and 4. creation of a fertile ground for the 
joint application for collaborative research grants.

4. Ouzounov D. (US) & Zhang X. (CN) 

Validation of Lithosphere-Atmosphere- Ion-
osphere-Magnetosphere Coupling (LAIMC)

Sessions: September 21-25, 2015, August 22-
26, 2016 & May 7-11, 2018

Scientific Rationale: We propose an investiga-
tion of the near-Earth space plasma dynamics and 
electromagnetic environment by multi-parame-
ter analysis from variety of space-based missions 
(ESA, NASA, NOAA, JMA and CNSA). 

This study aims to advance the physical concept 
of the coupling mechanism between lithosphere, 
atmosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere, 
which is linked to the chain of processes initiated 
by atmospheric boundary layer modification asso-
ciated with major natural disasters: earthquakes, 
tsunamis, typhoons, dust storms and volcanoes. 

Our primary interests for this inter geosphere 
exploration are to utilize ensemble of space-born 
observations to verify the geospheres interaction 
caused by large-scale natural disasters over Taiwan 
(ROC) and Mainland China. This study is advancing 
the initial study “Multi-instrument space-borne 
observations and validation of the physical model 
of the Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere-Mag-
netosphere Coupling” (Pulinets and Ouzounov, IS-
SI-Bern, 2013-15).

Team of leading international and Chinese ex-
perts from different disciplines of space and Earth 
sciences will provide an unique opportunity for 
knowledge fusion to make breakthrough in the 
holistic understanding the physics of coupling 
process among different geospheres of our planet.

Picture of the team work on “Pulsating aurora as a manifestation of non-linear wave 
particle”
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5. Tian F. (CN) 

Astrobiology in the New Age

Session: April 25-27, 2017

Scientific Rationale: Astrobiology, the quest for 
life in the universe, is “scientifically” driving most 
NASA and ESA exploratory missions in the Solar 
System and beyond. China is developing a solid 
plan of exploration of the Solar System and con-
struction of new generation scientific satellites. A 
strong astrobiology community in China will be 
able to suggest substantial science cases to make 
its space exploration efforts beneficial. 

Here we proposed to organize an ISSI-BJ astro-
biology team in order to address some strategic 
questions important to the development of Chi-

na’s astrobiology community. The team is highly 
interdisciplinary with a broad expertise to study 
Astrobiology. 

The results of our project will be important for 
identifying priorities in astrobiology in China and 
will foster the growth of this discipline in China, 
which could in turn contribute to relevant re-
searches internationally.

Teams selected in 2016

1. Belloni T.(IT) & Dipankar B.(IN)

Understanding multi-wavelength rapid vari-
ability: accretion and jet ejection in compact 

objects 

Sessions: March 20-24, 2017 & March 19-23, 
2018

Scientific Rationale: The study of fast variabili-
ty of compact objects, in particular galactic X-ray 
binaries, has in the past few years shifted in fo-
cus and technique. Earlier we had plenty of ob-
servational information in the Xrays, thanks to 
the RossiXTE satellite, but it was a heroic effort to 
obtain fast timing observations at longer wave-
lengths, due to the non-availability of suitable 
instrumentation. The situation has now reversed, 
as the RossiXTE mission was terminated and more 
and more fast-timing capabilities are being added 

to optical and infra-red observatories. 

At the same time, the radio coverage that was 
at best patchy in the past is now easier to obtain. 
Starting from 2016, fast timing in X-rays will again 
be possible through the Indian multi wavelength 
satellite Astrosat, launched in 2015 September. As 
the recent outburst of a bright peculiar transient, 
V404 Cyg, has shown, it is now possible to coordi-
nate major facilities throughout the world to ob-
tain multi-wavelength coverage, which is essential 
to understand the nature of the emission and its 
variability, and hence the underlying physics. 

Our International Team will discuss both exist-
ing results and future observational programs in 
order to summarise the current status of our un-
derstanding and devise projects to coordinate ob-
servational efforts in a manner to maximise their 
scientific output.

A multi-wavelength view of all that remains of RCW 86, the oldest documented 
example of a supernova (Credit: X-ray: NASA/CXC/SAO & ESA; Infared: NASA/JPL-

Caltech/B. Williams (NCSU))
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2. Zhang S.(US) 

Climate Change in the Upper Atmosphere

Session: May 7-11, 2018

Scientific Rationale: Climate change is charac-
terized by global surface warming associated with 
the anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas 
concentrations since the start of the industrial era.  
In the Earth’s upper atmosphere where many mod-
ern technologies reside, it is now recognized that 
a long-term cooling has been taking place over 
the past several solar cycles.  Compelling evidence 
for such cooling comes from direct measurements 
of the thermospheric density and the ionospher-
ic temperature. A lot more indirect evidence has 
become available since the 1990s following a 
seminal modeling study by Roble and Dickinson 
(1989), suggesting potential effects of increased 
greenhouse gases on the ionosphere and thermo-
sphere. However, there are several outstanding is-
sues, for example, (1) the very strong ionospheric 
cooling observed by multiple ionospheric radars 
that does not fit with the prevailing theory based 
on the argument of anthropogenic greenhouse 
gas increases; (2) CO2 trends in the mesopause 
region observed by satellite missions are about 
twice of what current general circulation models 
predict; (3) trends in atmospheric wave activity 
and their impacts on the atmosphere-ionosphere 
system are poorly known and unquantified. 

Our International Team will be taking on these 
challenging outstanding topics as our research 
theme, with the goal to improve the understand-
ing of the long-term trends in the ionosphere and 
thermosphere. 

3. Mowlavi N.(CH) 

Understanding the fate of binary systems in 
the Gaia era

Session: November 6-10, 2017

Scientific Rationale: The majority of stars in the 
Universe are in binary or multiple systems. Yet, the 
evolution of binary systems is still poorly under-
stood theoretically and poorly constrained obser-
vationally. This is especially true for close systems 
experiencing mass transfer from one companion 
to the other. 

The field will benefit from the exceptional da-
tabase that is being gathered by ESA’s Gaia mis-
sion. Launched at the end of 2013, the spacecraft 
is repeatedly observing several millions of which 
are expected to be eclipsing binaries. This unprec-
edented all-sky sample of eclipsing systems can 
serve as a proxy of the population of binary sys-
tems in the Galaxy and in the Magellanic Clouds. 
This ensemble of data on eclipsing binaries will of-
fer a unique opportunity to analyze binary systems 
in different states of evolution, and eventually pro-
vide more reliable predictions for the occurrence 
fractions of various binary evolution channels. 

The purpose of this team is to clarify and answer 
questions like: the identification of eclipsing binary 
parameters that can be extracted from large scale 
multi-epoch surveys, including Gaia, their link with 
observable properties of binary systems, and the 
efficiency of binary population synthesis models 
to predict various binary evolutionary channels 
based on eclipsing binary parameters extracted 
from large-scale multi-epoch surveys. 

The study will rely on space- and ground-based 
multi-epoch surveys of eclipsing binaries such 
as Kepler and OGLE, and on simulated Gaia-like 
eclipsing binary time series in advance of, and 
in preparation for the study of, real Gaia data of 
eclipsing binaries.

Picture of the team work on 
“Understanding the fate of binary 
systems in the Gaia era”
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4. Zhang Q.H.(CN) 

Multiple-instrument observations and sim-
ulations of the dynamical processes associated 
with polar cap patches/aurora and their asso-

ciated scintillations

Session: May 8-12, 2017 & September 17-21, 
2018

Scientific Rationale: Polar cap patch/aurora are 
common in the polar ionosphere where their mo-
tion and associated density gradients give vari-
able disturbances to High Frequency (HF) radio 
communications, over-the-horizon radar location 
errors, and disruption and errors to satellite navi-
gation and communication. They are also directly 
subject to space weather disturbances and link to 
the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere 
(M-I-T) coupling processes. However, their forma-
tion and evolution under disturbed space weather 
conditions are poorly understood, and there is no 
forecasting tool to predict it. 

Improved knowledge and modelling efforts in 
these phenomena is key to make progress toward 
improved space weather forecasts and correction 
of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) sig-
nals in real-time in the polar cap regions. With the 
fast developing of the coverage in the polar re-
gions during the recent years from the multiple in-
struments, such as GNSS ground-based receivers, 
incoherent scatter radars (ISR), Super Dual Auroral 
Radar Network (SuperDARN), and all sky imagers 
as well as space-based measurements, the global 
distributions of plasma and flows as well as the 
associated scintillations are well obtained, which 
offer us a good opportunity to study the polar cap 
patch/aurora and detailed understand the M-I-T 
coupling processes in a global view. 

The aim of this Team is to organize multiple in-
struments observing campaigns (including ISRs, 
SuperDARN, all sky imagers, etc.) through inter-

national collaborations for understanding high 
latitude dynamics processes of the ionosphere, 
including particularly the polar cap patches and 
aurora generated by M-I-T coupling in the polar 
regions. 

To enhance our understanding of the basic 
high-latitude physics, we propose to conduct 
investigation in three aspects: (1) Observation-
al data taking with ground-based and space-
based instruments which involves coordinating 
international campaigns within high latitudes; (2) 
Scientific analysis of the observations; (3) mod-
el simulation of important high-latitude effects. 
The conclusion of this team study will involve the 
drafting of a number of papers on the work car-
ried out.

5. Orsolini Y.(NO) 

Snow reanalyses over the Himalaya-Tibetan 
Plateau region and the monsoons

Session: February 27 - March 3, 2017 & May 14-
18, 2018

Scientific Rationale: The aim of this Team is to 
inter-compare and assess available re-analyses 
and snow datasets over the Himalaya-Tibetan Pla-
teau region in the satellite era, and the impact of 
the improved snow re-analyses over that region 
upon subseasonal-to-seasonal forecasts of the 
Asian monsoons. 

The Asian monsoons are among the climate 
phenomena that have the strongest social and 
economic impacts. The types of snow analyses 

Aurora as seen from on board the International Space Station (Credit: ESA/NASA)
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used by operational meteorological centers to 
initialize subseasonal-to-seasonal forecasts, are 
now rapidly evolving. Land re-analyses which in-
clude assimilated satellite and in-situ observations 
are currently being tested at operational meteo-
rological centers for the next generation of pre-
diction systems. They harbinger the foreseen de-
velopment of strongly coupled data assimilation 
method, involving the different subsystems of the 
forecast model. 

While snow datasets and re-analyses have been 
compared over hemispheric or continental scales 
for variability and trends, their quality over the Hi-
malaya-Tibetan Plateau region, sometimes called 
the Third Pole, is quite uncertain. While complicat-
ed by high orography and a paucity of in-situ data, 
it is nevertheless important for monsoon forecast 
initialisation. 

The aim is to provide a synthesis evaluation pa-
per and, ultimately, recommendation about what 
is needed to better initialize subseasonal-to-sea-
sonal forecasts.

6. Tian H.(CN) 

Diagnosing heating mechanisms in solar 
flares through spectroscopic observations of 

flare ribbons  

Session: October 15-19, 2018

Scientific Rationale: Solar flares are one of the 
most energetic events on the Sun that have pro-
found impacts on the near-Earth space environ-
ment and the rest of the heliosphere. Flare ribbons 
are locations of enhanced line and continuum 
emissions in broad wavelengths ranges from in-
frared and white light to extreme ultraviolet (EUV) 
from the lower solar atmosphere (from the pho-
tosphere to the chromosphere and transition re-
gion). They consist of footpoints of hot and dense 
flare loops, locations where most of the flare ener-
gy is deposited and dissipated. 

With a high cadence up to a few seconds and 
a resolution of ~0.33 arcsecond (~240 km on the 
Sun), NASA’s Interface Region Imaging Spectro-
graph (IRIS) mission has revealed unprecedented 
details of the dynamics in ribbons of hundreds of 
flares since July 2013. Characteristics of emission 
line profiles observed at the ribbons, e.g., Doppler 
shift, line width, asymmetry, central reversal and 
wing enhancement, are manifestations of various 
physical processes occurring in these flares. Such 
observables can be used to help disentangle dif-
ferent chromospheric heating mechanisms, name-
ly thermal conduction, electron beam and Alfvén 
wave. 

Our Team will diagnose flare heating mecha-
nisms through combined efforts of spectroscopic 
observations of flare ribbons and advanced flare 
modeling. The team includes observers who will 

Solar wind impact on Earth’s magnetosphere (Image Credit: ESA)
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fully characterize the temporal evolution of several 
key emission lines, e.g., Mg II, Si IV and Fe XXI lines, 
at different locations of the ribbons in at least ten 
IRIS observations of flares. The team also includes 
modelers who will perform hydrodynamic/radia-
tive-hydrodynamic simulations focusing on differ-
ent heating mechanisms to reproduce signatures 
in the observed IRIS line profiles.

7. Savin S.(RU) & Wang C.(CN)

Outer Magnetospheric Resonances: The 
Role in Ionosphere-Magnetosphere Coupling

Session: June 12-16, 2017

Scientific Rationale: The key objective of the 
proposed Team is a new understanding of solar 
wind dynamic interaction with the Earth’s mag-
netosphere: how surface and cavity resonances 

of the outer magnetospheric boundary layers can 
govern the plasma penetration inside and outside 
magnetosphere. 

We propose that the main mechanism is the 
generation of the coherent plasma jets in magne-
tosheath, modulated by the resonances, which can 
be well seen inside the ionosphere. We propose 
to analyze cross-correlations of all available data 
from the spacecraft (s/c) in outer magnetosphere 
and the ionospheric data. Unlike most of the pre-
vious studies, we use the dynamic pressure data 
from the outer s/c and correlate them with ener-
getic particle and magnetic field data, including 
SYM-H and AE indices. 

We plan to simulate the experimental data us-
ing the facilities of our Chinese members, to study 
new features, such as a secondary shock over cusp.

Teams Selected in 2017

1. Chaffin M. (US) 

Hydrogen Escape across the Solar System 
and Beyond

Scientific Rationale: Hydrogen escape has 
played a major role in sculpting the atmospheres 
of the terrestrial planets, especially at Venus and 
Mars. Because of this, it is important to understand 
the dynamics and escape of hydrogen in general, 
across solar system objects and exoplanets. 

Our team is motivated by new H datasets from 
NASA’s MAVEN mission at Mars and the Earth-ob-
serving TWINS spacecraft, the discovery of H coro-
nas around close-in exoplanets, and the complete 
H escape dataset from Venus Express at Venus. Be-
yond observations, newly discovered phenomena 

that may control H escape from Mars and other 
planets are being explored with models. 

Our team will combine experts who study each 
of these topics, pooling experience to begin as-
sembling a comprehensive framework for under-
standing H escape. The result of our team’s work 
will be greatly strengthened ties across disciplines 
and objects, and at least one review article sum-
marizing current knowledge of H escape.

Hydrogen escape from Mars. Image source: NASA/GSFC; CU/LASP
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2. Heger A. (AU) & Lugaro M. (HU)

Radioactive Nuclei in the Cosmos and in the 
Solar System

Session: April 16-20, 2018

Scientific Rationale: The presence of today ex-
tinct radioactivities can be inferred from the anal-
ysis of primitive meteoritic inclusions and presolar 
grains, the former telling us about the formation 
history of the Solar System, the latter about chem-
ical evolution of the Galaxy, and nucleosynthesis 
mostly in low-mass stars and supernovae. Key ex-
amples of such nuclei include 26 Al, 6  0 Fe, and 2  
44 Pu. Our goal is to exploit these nuclei and the 
information that they carry by combining the most 
current sophisticated experimental, observational, 
theoretical, and numerical modelling investiga-
tions. We will undertake a unique and complete 
effort to understand the production of these ra-
dionuclei in stars and supernovae, their distribu-
tion and history in the Galaxy, and how they ended 
up in the Solar System. 

Our team includes experts on gamma-ray ob-
servations, accelerator mass spectrometry, nucle-
ar experiment and theory, and modelling of stars, 
supernovae, and galactic chemical evolution. We 
will take advantage of new nuclear research facil-

ities in China (e.g., JUNA), Europe (FAIR) and USA 
(FRIB) to obtain nuclear data and we will identify 
uncertainties in key reaction channels that need to 
be constrained by future experiments, helping to 
define the future research program. This becomes 
particularly powerful in combination with data 
from current and future international and Chinese 
gamma-ray observatories through which theory 
and models can be tested. 

Our key target is to exploit radioactive nuclei 
to constrain stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis, 
the production and propagation of such nuclei, 
and the timescales of Galactic history and of the 
origin and history of the matter in our Solar Sys-
tem.

3. Jofre P. (UK) & Worley C. (UK)

Stellar libraries of 2020

Session: April 23-27, 2018

Scientific Rationale: Libraries of stellar spectra 
reside at the crossroad of many di erent fields of 
astrophysics. On the one hand they serve as a ba-
sis for the classification and automatic analyses 
of stellar parameters that are being derived from 
on-going and future large stellar spectroscop-
ic surveys. On the other hand, they are the fun-
damental ingredients for models of stellar pop-
ulations that are used to study the evolution of 
galaxies in the Universe. We propose to perform 
a thorough comparative study with the goal to an-
swer two main questions: 1. What is the limit in 
stellar parameter accuracies that can be derived 
from current libraries and how do the newest data 
from astrometric and astroseismic space missions 
help to improve these accuracies? 2. What are the 
key gaps in the libraries that need to be filled in 
order to increase their impact on the future of Ga-
lactic and extragalactic astronomy?

A sheet of plasma blasted out into space from just behind the edge of the sun. 
Image credit: NASA/GSFC/Solar Dynamics Observatory
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4. Olshevsky V. (BE) & Valentini F. (IT)

Magnetic topology effects on energy dissi-
pation in turbulent plasma

Session: September 3-7, 2018

Scientific Rationale: Our team will focus on the 
role played by the magnetic topology in the pro-
cesses of turbulent energy dissipation in space 
plasma. The synergy of kinetic, hybrid and mag-
netohydrodynamic simulations will be used to find 
out what magnetic topologies allow more efficient 
energy dissipation and conversion at different 
scales. These simulations will be directly compared 
with in situ observations of the MMS mission. Per-
spective applications for MMS, and for the future 
THOR missions will be drawn.

5. Zimovets I. (RU/CN) & Ning Z. (CN)

Pulsations in solar flares: matching observa-
tions and models

Session: October 16-20, 2017

Scientific Rationale: Our Team will focus on 
comprehensive analysis of solar flare space- and 
ground-based observations and advanced model-
ing to deepen current knowledge about non-sta-
tionary processes of flare energy release manifest-
ed as pulsations of flare electromagnetic emission. 

The Team is composed of international experts 
in the relevant areas of solar physics and is aiming 
to: 1. develop more rigorous criteria of quasi-pe-
riodicity for solar flare light curves; 2. utilize new 
methods of analysis of nonlinear and non-sta-
tionary datasets; 3. develop an advanced clas-
sification of different types of pulsations in solar 
flares; 4. perform detailed multi-wavelength spa-
tially-resolved analysis of the sources of pulsations 
in the large sample of solar flares using modern 

observational datasets (RHESSI, Fermi, SDO, IRIS, 
Lomonosov, Vernov, Spectr-R, NoRH/NoRP, SSRT, 
etc.); 5. assess adequacy and improve the existent 
flare models; 6. evaluate the possible role of pul-
sations in solar-terrestrial connections; 7. develop 
a strategy of exploration of pulsations in solar and 
stellar flares with space- and ground-based instru-
ments in the coming years.

6. Garcia R. (FR) & Zhu P. (CN) 

An international reference for seismological 
data sets and internal structure models of the 

Moon

Session: June 18-22, 2018

Scientific Rationale: The goal of this project is 
to obtain a consensus at international level on 
the data analysis of Apollo passive seismic exper-
iments in order to provide both a reference data 
set with appropriate error bars and an ensemble of 
1D seismological reference model of the Moon in-
ternal structure. These reference data analysis and 
1D seismological models will clarify what we know 
and what we don’t know of the internal structure 
of the Moon. 

In addition, the output of this study will facili-
tate both the access to Moon seismological data 
sets and the interpretation of seismological Moon 
models by the international community. The inter-
national team, whose members come from vari-

Group photo of the team on “Pulsations in solar flares: matching observations and models”
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ous teams in the world, will conduct the analysis 
of error of arrival times and location of the moon-
quakes, build a reference data set with error bars 
and construct an ensemble of 1D seismological 
reference models of the Moon internal structure 
through Bayesian velocity inversion. 

7. Zhang H. (US) & Zong Q. (CN) 

Dayside Transient Phenomena and Their 
Impact on the Magnetosphere-Ionosphere 

Session: May 28-June 1, 2018

Scientific Rationale: We propose a team that 
will employ both observations and simulations to 
investigate dayside transient phenomena at the 
magnetopause and bow shock and their impact 
on the magnetosphere and ionosphere. 

Dayside transients are frequently observed 
upstream from the bow shock (e.g., Hot Flow 
Anomalies, foreshock cavities, and foreshock bub-
bles) and at the magnetopause (e.g., flux transfer 
events and surface waves). They play a significant 
role in the mass, energy and momentum trans-
port from the solar wind into the magnetosphere 
and impact the whole magnetosphere-ionosphere 

system. Foreshock transient phenomena, associ-
ated with variations in the solar wind dynamic 
pressure, deform the magnetopause, which in 
turn generates field-aligned currents (FACs) con-
nected to the auroral ionosphere. Solar wind pres-
sure variations along with transient phenomena 
at the dayside magnetopause are also believed to 
be sources of magnetospheric ULF waves, some of 
which can play an important role in the dynamics 
of Earth’s radiation belts. 

The goal of our team is to provide a fundamen-
tal physical understanding of dayside transient 
phenomena and their impact on the magneto-
sphere-ionosphere system. Specifically, we will fo-
cus on the following key unanswered questions: 1. 
What are the physical differences and relationships 
among hot flow anomalies, foreshock cavities, and 
foreshock bubbles upstream from the bow shock? 
2. What are the spatial and temporal variations of 
the magnetic reconnection at the magnetopause? 
3.How do the magnetosphere and ionosphere re-
spond to dayside transient phenomena?

Magnetosphere of the Earth, with constant stream of particles flowing by from the solar wind. Credit: NASA.
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Magnetosphere of the Earth, with constant stream of particles flowing by from the solar wind. Credit: NASA.

Teams Selected in 2018

1. Donatella Romano (IT)                                                                   

                   &  Zhi-Yu Zhang (UK)

Chemical abundances in the ISM: the litmus 
test of stellar IMF variations in galaxies across 

cosmic time

Session: November 11, 2019

Scientific Rationale: For three decades it has 
been speculated that the stellar initial mass func-
tion (IMF) is more biased towards massive stars 
in starburst environments, especially in massive 
galaxies at high-redshift, which could explain the 
overabundance of magnesium with respect to iron 
observed in local elliptical galaxies. 

With this proposal, we aim at building up an 
international team whose members have all the 
necessary expertise to (i) reduce significantly the 
uncertainties present in abundance measure-
ments, (ii) extend the measurements to different 
types of galaxies, from dwarfs to ellipticals, at both 
high and low redshifts, (iii) improve –or develop 
from scratch– the theoretical tools that are nec-

essary for a full exploitation and interpretation of 
the data. 

Our team is composed of ten scientists from five 
European countries and from China. It includes 
experts in numerical simulations, semi-analyti-
cal models of galaxy formation in a cosmological 
context, state-of-the-art hydro-dynamical simula-
tions, stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis, chem-
ical evolution, IGIMF theory, as well as experts in 
ISM physics, molecular line observations and data 
analysis.

2. Zuhui Fan (CN)

Weak Gravitational Lensing Studies from 
Space Missions

Scientific Rationale: Arising from light deflections 
by large-scale structures in the Universe, the weak 
gravitational lensing (WL) effect has been identi-
fied as one of the most important probes in cos-
mological studies, in particular for understanding 
the nature of dark matter and dark energy, and the 
law of gravity. To investigate critical issues and ex-

This artist’s impression shows a spinning neutron star (pulsar) approximately six miles in diameter. It siphons material 
from the larger companion, and when enough accumulates, it triggers a thermonuclear explosion. Astronomers watch 

these emissions to calculate the neutron star’s rotation speed. Credits: NASA/Dana Berry
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plore the 
s y n e r g y 
and com-
plemen-
t a r i t i e s 
of Euclid 
and CSS-

OS, we have formed an team consisting of key WL 
members of the Euclid project and of the CSS-OS. 

Our studies will focus on the following three 
aspects:   1) Investigate different statistical tools 
and possible systematic effects. 2) Develop and 
test different shear measurement methods taking 
into account specific survey designs, especially 
CSS-OS which is less systematically studied yet 
than Euclid.  3) Explore the synergistic power of 
the two surveys, particularly the photometric red-
shift measurements by combining the multi-band 
observations in the optical from CSS-OS and that 
of NIR from Euclid. 

Our goal is that through the program, we can 
further improve the readiness of WL analyses for 
the two surveys, in terms of both observational 
analyses and statistical and cosmological studies. 
In particular, the build-up of the WL data analy-
sis pipeline for CSS-OS can be greatly benefited 
from working together with Euclid team and the 
world-leading experts in the field.

3. Jeremie Lasue (FR) 

 & Roger Wiens (USA)

Cross-calibration of Laser-Induced Break-
down Spectroscopy (LIBS) instruments for 

planetary exploration

Scientific Rationale: A revolutionary technique 
for planetary science: Laser-induced Breakdown 
Spectroscopy (LIBS) is an active analytical tech-
nique that makes use of a pulsed laser to ablate 
material of interest at a distance. 

The goals of the team will be fourfold:  1. As-
sess the potential for combined analysis of the 
data by sharing and discussing the technical de-
tails of each instrument design.  2. Discuss the cal-
ibration procedures of each instrument and share 
the relevant tools (databases, software, calibration 
targets, etc.) to determine the best methods to 
develop potential cross-calibration between the 
four instruments.  3. Develop and share the tools 
necessary for comparing the analyses made by 
the four instruments for the 2020 timeline, as an 
international effort.  4. Define a set of recommen-
dations to facilitate the use of the technique for 
future planetary missions. 

ISSI being located both in Bern and in Beijing 
will provide ideal facilities to allow fruitful inter-
actions and meetings between the members from 
the different countries involved in such projects. 
We plan to propose one meeting in each ISSI lo-
cation (Beijing and Bern) for maximum benefit to 
the international nature of the team. Of course, all 
team members are committed to attending the 
meetings in both locations.

4. Li J. (CN)

Understanding and unifying the gamma 
rays emitting scenarios in high mass and low 

mass X-ray binaries

Session: March 4, 2019

Scientific Rationale: The physical mechanisms 
responsible for particle acceleration and the na-
ture of the resulting high energy emission are 
two of the key questions of current astrophysics 
research. X-ray binary systems visible in gamma 
rays are especially interesting laboratories for this 
investigation. This gamma ray emission has been 
explained by wind interactions, microquasar jets 
and the propeller effect. All of these are realized 
both in high mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) and 
low mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs). However, even 

Picture of the team work on “Relativistic electron precipitation and its 
atmospheric effect”
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with the same underlying scenario, the gamma ray 
emission observed from HMXBs and LMXBs are 
found to be different. 

With this project we plan to enlarge the sample 
of sources and to systematically investigate simi-
larities and differences between different systems, 
finally seeking to unify the gamma-ray launching 
conditions for HMXBs and LMXBs. In this project 
we plan to extend the sparse population of known 
systems and search for commonalities, differences 
and unifications between the different classes.

5. Mironova I. (RU)

Relativistic electron precipitation and its 
atmospheric effect

Session: October 22, 2018

Scientific Rationale: The main goal of our Team 
project is obtaining progress in understanding of 
precipitating of electrons of relativistic energies 
(especially more 1 MeV) into the Earth atmo-
sphere and their atmospheric effects. 

In order to reach the goal, we have formed a 
Team that combines world-class experts in com-
plementary disciplines, such as space physics, 
atmospheric chemistry and climate, theoretical 
modeling, experimental setups, etc. The Team 
members of our project have experience in mea-
surements and analyzing spacecraft and balloon 
data, modeling of ionization induced by energet-
ic particles as well as modelling atmospheric and 
climate effects of energetic particle precipitation. 
Measurements and modelling of relativistic elec-
tron precipitation into the Earth atmosphere as 
well as its atmospheric and climate applications, 
it is a multi-disciplinary problem that requires col-
laboration of specialists looking at this problem 
from different points of view. 

One of the outputs of the Team project is prepa-
ration of international balloon experiments (mea-

surements of relativistic electron precipitation) 
above subauroral regions and around the arctic 
circle. We expect to publish peer-review papers, 
acknowledging the important facilitating role of 
ISSI/ISSI -BJ in allowing these interdisciplinary ac-
tivities to develop new synergies.

6. J.-C. Vial (France) and P. F. Chen (China)

The eruption of solar filaments and the 
associated mass and energy transport

Session: November 26, 2018; October 29, 2019

Scientific Rationale: Eruptions of solar filaments 
are associated with flares and coronal mass ejec-
tions but are often considered as playing a sec-
ondary role in the whole process. 

The objective of the Team is to focus on eval-
uating the associated mass and energy transport 
from the lower solar corona to the orbit of the 
Earth and beyond with the partially ionized and 
warm plasma, which is an important issue in Space 
Weather. The Team will investigate the whole chain 
of filament eruptions starting from their initiation 
to their impact on the Earth through evolution and 
transport, with the aim to determine the mecha-
nisms at work. It will gather complementary ex-
pertises in magnetohydrodynamics, plasma diag-
nostic, radiative transfer... 

It will rely upon past and present observations 
from the ground (e.g., ONSET, NVST) and from 
Space (SDO, IRIS, Proba2) and will help the science 
preparation of future missions such as the Chi-
nese ASO-S and Hα Telescope and Indian Aditya 
L1 missions.

A long filament erupted on the sun on Aug. 31, 2012. Credit: NASA’s Goddard Space 
Flight Center/SDO
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SPACE SCIENCE SCHOOL

Second ISSI-BJ and APSCO Space Science School with EISCAT on 
“Study Space Weather Effects: From the Sun to the Ground”

October 10-19, 2018

The 2nd ISSI-BJ and APSCO Space Science 
School with EISCAT on Study Space Weather Ef-
fects: From the Sun to the Ground was held at the 
Sanya Institute of Remote Sensing (RADI) in Sanya, 
Hainan Province, China. Throughout the school, 
10 lecturers and 14 tutors from Asia and beyond 
shared their knowledge and experience with 57 
students from 10 countries.

The School started with a short introduction, 
given by the organizers: Prof. Maurizio Falanga, 
ISSI-BJ Executive Director, Dr. Ebrahimi Mohammad 

Seyedabadi, Director General of the Asia-Pacific 
Space Cooperation Organization (APSCO), and 
Dr. Craig J. Heinselman, Director of the EISCAT 
Scientific Association. The first two and half a day 
of School were dedicated to introductory lectures 
about various elements of Space Weather given by 
the invited speakers, chosen among experts and 
well-recognized scientists and engineers with an 
excellent reputation in teaching and supervising 
participants. The opening lectures revolved around 
the Sun and its connection to the Space Weather. 
The first day of School concluded with a Welcome 
Reception sponsored the Embassy of Switzerland, 
the country where ISSI-BJ takes its roots from. 
The School Participants had an occasion to get to 
know each other while enjoying the colorful buffet 
in the open air.

 On the following days, experts gave an over-
view of the Space Weather history, forecasting and 
SW Science Program of ESA. After the talk on the 
interplanetary coronal mass ejections, and the lec-
ture on solar energy particles, the following lec-
tures brought the Space Weather topics closer to 

Group picture of the School Participants

Opening lecture given by Prof. Roger Bonnet (Picture 
Credit: APSCO)
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the Ground. The third day finished with the intro-
duction to students group work, and a social din-
ner sponsored by ISSI-BJ and APSCO to help the 
students of each group break the ice. On Saturday 
afternoon, October 13, the School Participants had 
an occasion to learn more about the Sanya Insti-
tute of Remote Sensing during the technical tour 
around the campus facilities.

 For the following week, the students were di-
vided into four working groups, depending on 
their expertise and preferences: Sun/Heliosphere, 
Impact and Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Ther-
mosphere Coupling, Ionosphere/EISCAT Incoher-
ent Scatter Radars, and Effects on Satellites and 
Ground-based Infrastructures. The groups were 
analyzing in parallel several extreme Space Weath-
er events, such as the ones in September 2017. 
Each group had its own theme and agenda, using 
actual observations as well as computer models, 
and was supported and guided by tutors chosen 
among the experts in the field. 

 The main task of the working groups during 
the School was to prepare the presentations of 
their results, serving as a basis to produce the final 
reports which will be merged and published after 
the school has finished. All the groups finished the 
task with excellence, and presented their outcome 
on the last day of School. 

The School provided the young space research-

ers and engineers with an opportunity to gain 
the in-depth knowledge of the science of Space 
Weather, observational methods and its relevance 
to applications from the Sun to the ground. The 
students actively contributed to the School not 
only with questions and constructive comments 
after the lectures, but also with an intensive, week-
long group work resulting in presentations and re-
ports. During the students’ presentations sessions, 
young scientists had an occasion to present their 
research results, and receive invaluable comments 
and advices from the experts in the field. The fi-
nal report including the reports written by all the 
working groups, was published in the TAIKONG 
ISSI-BJ magazine.

 Apart from the strictly scientific aspect, the 
School also helped in building links between stu-
dents and experts from different countries. Young 
scientists could develop a professional network 
during coffee breaks and everyday meals, as well 
as through such events as welcome reception, 
social dinner, technical tour, and excursion on 
the free Sunday. It was a wonderful and one of a 
kind experience to see the space science research 
and engineering students and lecturers from all 
over the world brought together, exchanging 
their ideas also outside of the lecture hall, in the 
breathtaking surroundings of Sanya. After the big 
success of the 2nd Space Science School, the third 
edition is planned in two years, in another mem-
ber country of APSCO.

Students during the group work (Picture Credit: APSCO) Students presenting the outcome of their group work 
(Picture Credit: APSCO)
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UNDERSTANDING SCIENCE

The galactic adventure of the first interstellar asteroid, A/2017 U1 
‘Oumuamua

Wing Ip

January 16, 2018

On January 16, 2018, ISSI-BJ organized an Un-
derstanding Science seminar on “The galactic ad-
venture of the first interstellar asteroid, A/2017 U1 
Oumuamua”. The lecture was held by Prof. Wing Ip 
of the National Central University in Taiwan. Prof. 
Ip is also an AGU Fellow, member of Academia 
Sinica, co-investigator in Giotto, Galileo, Space 1, 
Mars Express, Cassini and Rosetta missions, who 
received NASA distinguished public service medal, 
Axford prize of AOGS.

In his talk, Prof. Wing Ip revealed that the fast 
transit of the first interstellar asteroid, A/2017 U1 
‘Oumuamua, has brought a lot of attention to this 
strangely shaped object. According to the fol-
low-up measurements after its discovery by the 
Pan-STARRS telescope in Hawaii in October, 2017, 
‘Oumuamua is a highly elongated with the size 
measured 400mx40m. Such cigar-shaped configu-
ration is very unusual when compared with shapes 
of small bodies in our own solar system. It might 
tell us something about its origin even though we 
do not know yet (might never know) from which 
star did it come. Already theories on ‘Oumua-
mua’s origin abound. Some says it was ejected 
at the birth of an extra-solar system, and some 
says that happened at the end of its host star. In 
his interesting talk, Prof. Ip introduced several of 
these diverse ideas. He also gave the audience an 
opportunity to imagine what ‘Oumuamua might 
have seen during its wonderful journey in the vast 
space of the Milky Way. 

Following the talk, the audience, including both 
Chinese and foreigners, had interesting exchanges 
with Prof. Ip on this particularly fascinating topic.

Prof. Wing Ip giving his seminar about the asteroid 
A/2017 U1 ‘Oumuamua

Asteroid A/2017 U1 ‘Oumuamua, 
Credit: ESO
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Gravitational Lenses: Mirages in the Universe

Georges Meylan

June 8, 2018

On June 8, 2018, ISSI-BJ organized an Under-
standing Science seminar on “Gravitational Lens-
es: Mirages in the Universe”. The lecture was held 
by Prof. Georges Meylan, honorary professor of 
astrophysics and cosmology at the Ecole Polytech-
nique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). As usual, the 
seminar took place at the Bridge Café in Wuda-
okou, Beijing.

Prof. Meylan started his talk by providing dif-
ferent examples of mirages on Earth, to introduce 
then the concept of the mirages in the Universe. 
He explained that the total solar eclipse of 1919 
unveiled the gravitational lens nature of our Sun 
and proved the veracity of a prediction of the the-
ory of General Relativity by Albert Einstein. Anoth-
erexample of agravitational lens was discovered 
only in 1979. Originally considered as a mere cu-
riosity, gravitational lensing has matured, during 
the last two decades, into a genuine astrophysical 
tool, used in a large variety of astrophysical prob-
lems, from planet search to the quest for the most 
distant galaxies.

Following the introduction of the phenomenon 
of gravitational lensing, Prof. Meylan present-
edthen, in an easily comprehensible manner, its 
few recent cosmological applications, obtained 
at EPFL, such as direct determination of the total 

mass of the lensing galaxy and cosmological pa-
rameters, study of mass distribution of dark mat-
ter, as well as natural telescopes for the observa-
tions of very distant objects at very high redshifts.

The talk concluded with the short introduction 
of the ESA satellite Euclid, which is to investigate 
the nature of dark energy and dark matter through 
their impacts on gravitational lensing.  

The event was well attended, and after the talk 
many interesting questions were asked. Professor 
Georges Meylan’s seminar on “Gravitational Lens-
es” was indeed a successful event which received a 
highly positive feedback from the attendees.

Prof. Georges Meylan (EPFL) giving his seminar on 
Gravitational Waves
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How does Nature beat the Large Hadron Collider? Cosmic Rays, 
the most energetic particles in the Universe 

Luke Drury

September 10, 2018

On September 10, 2018, ISSI-BJ organized an 
Understanding Science seminar on “How does Na-
ture beat the Large Hadron Collider? Cosmic Rays, 
the most energetic particles in the Universe”. The 
talk was held by Prof. Luke Drury, an astrophysicist 
in the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies spe-
cializing in particle acceleration theory and inter-
stellar gas dynamics. For the first time, the seminar 
took place at the Sculpting in Time Café in Wud-
aokou, Beijing.

Prof. Drury started the seminar by introducing 
the history behind the discovery of the cosmic 

rays. After surveying the history of the field, and 
describing some of the recent developments, he 
also introduced some very interesting open ques-
tions in the field. How is it that Nature manages to 
accelerate particles to energies way beyond any-
thing we can achieve on Earth?  Where and how 
are they accelerated?  What effects do they have 
on the structure and evolution of our own and 
other galaxies?   

In this compelling seminar, it was brought to our 
attention that even now, over one hundred years 
after their discovery, and despite great advances 
in our understanding, the Cosmic Rays remain in 
many ways mysterious. This is why this is an excit-
ing time where new and much improved observa-
tional data is being acquired, some from Chinese 
experiments, and old ideas are being challenged 
by the rapid progress of astroparticle physics and 
multi-messenger astronomy.

The audience enjoyed the talk and asked many 
well-thought questions, some waited to talk to 
Prof. Drury face to face after the end of the sem-
inar.    

Prof. Luke Drury giving a talk on the Cosmic Rays

Chinese DAMPE Satellite, Credit: NSSC, CAS
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EVENTS

Talks about ESA-MOST Dragon  
Project

June 21, 2018

 On June  21, 2018, during the ESA-MOST Drag-
on Cooperation 2018 Dragon 4 Mid-term Results 
Symposium in Xi’An, Prof. Maurizio Falanga, Exec-
utive Director ad interim of ISSI-BJ met with Eric 
Doyle and Dr. Maurice Borgeaud from ESA to talk 
about possible collaboration in the field of Earth 
Science. The future discussions will take place in 
Beijing between ISSI-BJ and MOST. 

Discussions with CSU

August 14, 2018

 On August 14, 2018, Prof. Maurizio Falanga, Ex-
ecutive Director ad interim of ISSI-BJ visited the 
headquarters of the Center for Space Utilisation 
(CSU), CAS, and met with Prof. Yang Yang, Direc-
tor of International Cooperation Department and 
Zero-Gravity Experiment Center of CSU,  to contin-
ue the discussions on future collaboration. As the 
result of the talks, the draft of the MoU has been 
prepared to be signed in due time.  

Visiting Committee

September 10, 2018

On September 10, 2018, the 2nd Visiting Com-
mittee (VC) gathered to peer-review the perfor-
mance of ISSI-BJ in fulfilling its mandate. The VC is 
composed of internationally renowned scientists 
independent from the Institute, appointed by the 
Executive Director of ISSI-BJ after consultation 
with the ISSI-BJ Board of Trustees and its chair 
Prof. Ji WU.

The VC elected its Chairperson, Prof. Luke Drury, 

who produced a report for the ISSI-BJ directorate, 
basing on the VC members’ conclusions. The VC’s 
assessment of ISSI-BJ’s operation was very posi-
tive, the members have also provided many con-
structive suggestions on how to project ISSI-BJ in 
the future.

The report was made made available to both 
ISSI-BJ and ISSI Board of Trustees for their con-
sideration.
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INTERVIEW

Interview with David Sibeck

David Sibeck is a magnetospheric physicist at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC), in Greenbelt, Md. Trained as a meteorologist, he focused on space weather 
in graduate school and wrote his thesis on the response of the Earth’s magnetotail 
to varying solar wind conditions. After earning a Ph.D. in 1984 from the University 
of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), he went to work at the Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory (APL). In 2002 he shifted to NASA and has been an ac-
tive member of several missions to better understand the Earth’s magnetosphere.

Could you briefly explain how you were in-
volved with ISSI-BJ?

I had previously visited ISSI-BJ in conjunction 
with a kick-off meeting for the international team 
working on the SMILE mission, so I was already 
familiar with the institute’s excellent facilities and 
hospitality before embarking on my most recent 
visit.  This trip to Beijing, I came as a member of 
ISSI’s  “Dayside transient phenomena and their 
impact on the magnetosphere-ionosphere” in-
ternational team led by H. Zhang and Q. Zong.  
Participating in this international team gave me 
the chance to discuss and participate in cutting 
edge research on one of my favourite scientific 
topics, namely the effects that kinetic processes 
in the Earth’s foreshock have on the global solar 
wind-magnetosphere interaction.  These discus-
sions brought me up to speed on the topic and 
provided the basis for new research that we plan 
to conduct at home.  

How was your experience of working at ISSI-
BJ?

ISSI-BJ provided an opportunity to work closely 
with colleagues from around the world on topics 
of mutual interest in an environment that provides 

maximum support for research and maximum in-
sulation from the more mundane activities that 
disrupt research at home.  The meeting gave me 
an opportunity to discuss research with colleagues 
from around the world and throughout China.  I 
met and enjoyed talking with many students.  
And, I have to add, by international standards the 
canteen at ISSI-BJ served a wonderful selection of 
delicious food. 

What do you think is special about ISSI-BJ 
and how do you see its future development?  

ISSI-BJ is located in one of the world’s greatest 
cities.  This brings many benefits- first Beijing is 
easy to reach via direct flights from most locations 
in the world, including my own.  Second, ISSI-BJ 
and nearby accommodation are easy to reach 
from the airport.  Next, ISSI-BJ provides a com-
fortable venue with all the resources needed to 
conduct cutting edge research including excellent 
internet access and staff support.  Colocation with 
the National Space Science Center made it easy 
to meet and establish new connections with many 
excellent scientists.  And Peking University and 
other leading universities are not far away.  Finally, 
on a very pleasant note, ISSI-BJ staff are always 
ready to help with suggestions about restaurants 
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and sightseeing.  They supplied us with a steady 
stream of delicious snacks and fruits during each 
break in the meeting.

You have visited Beijing a number of times. 
Is there any place where you particularly en-
joyed spending time?  

The Forbidden City is a spectacular desti-
nation but its panoply of treasures can be over-

whelming.  This trip we went on a group excursion 
to the Temple of Heaven, my first time there.  I 
greatly enjoyed both the beauty and the symme-
try of the buildings, as well as the peaceful (and 
nearly deserted) parks/gardens behind the temple 
complex, which I found very soothing in busy Bei-
jing.  The Beijing Ancient Observatory was another 
must stop, one of the oldest observatories in the 
world, reminding us of China’s many contributions 
to science and technology.

Group photo of the ISSI-BJ International Team on Dayside Transient Phenomena and Their Impact on the 
Magnetosphere-Ionosphere.  David Sibeck sitting in the second row, second from right.

Beijing Ancient Observatory. Credit: Hans A. Rosbach
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PUBLICATIONS

Space Sciences Series of ISSI (SSSI)

Volume 56, 2018

From Disks to Planets: The Making of Planets and Their Early Atmospheres

This volume discusses the evolutionary paths 
linking planets and their atmospheres to their 
origin within circumstellar disks. It reviews the 
main phases of this evolution, summarizes what 
we understand and what are the important open 
questions, and suggests ways towards solutions. 
Dust accretion within disks generates planet cores, 
while gas accretion on these cores leads to the di-
versity of their fluid envelopes. 

The formation of planetary proto-atmospheres 
and oceans is an essential product of planet for-
mation. A fraction of the planets retain their pri-
mary proto-atmosphere, while others lose it and 
may form a “secondary” atmosphere. When the 
disk finally dissipates, it leaves us with the com-
bination of a planetary system and a debris disk. 
Using the next generation of observing facilities, 
we will be able to reconstruct more accurately the 
evolutionary paths linking stellar genesis to the 
possible emergence of habitable worlds.

Book Editors:  

Michel Blanc, Gregory J. Herczeg, Veerle Sterken, 
Helmut Lammer, Willy Benz, Stéphane Udry, Rafael 
Rodrigo, Maurizio Falanga
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Book Editors:  

Diego Götz, Maurizio Falanga, Zigao Dai, Emeric Le 
Floc’h, Nial Tanvir, Bing Zhang

Volume 61, 2018

Gamma-Ray Bursts — A Tool to Explore the Young Universe

This topical volume reviews a comprehensive 
set of problems raised by the use of Gamma Ray 
Bursts (GRBs) as cosmological probes, as they 
were addressed and debated during the ISSI-Bei-
jing workshop “Gamma Ray Bursts: A Tool to Ex-
plore the Young Universe,” which took place from 
April 13 to 17, 2015, in Beijing.

The invited authors represent both the GRB 
community stricto sensu and the community 
studying high-redshift galaxies and star formation 
history. The chapters of the book elucidate the 
connection between GRBs and the deep universe, 
stimulating thoughts on how to develop world-
wide synergies between high-redshift GRB studies 
and surveys of the deep universe.
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TAIKONG

No. 10, 2018
Lunar and Planetary Seismology

Planetary seismology is not only the best tool 
to determine the internal structure of planets, but 
it also enables us to monitor the tectonic activi-
ty of planets, to determine the impact cratering 
rates of planets, and to quantify acoustic sources 
of planetary atmospheres.  

The Apollo Passive Seismic Experiment (PSE), 
conducted as a component of the Apollo Lunar 
Surface Experiment Package (ALSEP), was not only 
the unique example of a successful seismic exper-
iment on a terrestrial body other than Earth, but 
also one of the few examples of seismic data used 

by the science community more than forty years 
after their acquisition. The experiment success-
fully led to the discovery of the crust and core of 
the Moon, quake mechanisms never observed on 
Earth, and provided the impact rate of meteoroids 
on the Earth-Moon system

This TAIKONG magazine provides an overview 
of the scientific objectives and the overall list of 
proposed seismometer experiments, including in-
strumentation discussed during the Forum.. 

Participants

太空|TAIKONG

William Bruce Banerdt JPL, USA
Michel Blanc International Space Science Institute-Beijing, China
Jun Du Peking University, China
Lijuan En International Space Science Institute - Beijing
Wenzhe Fa Institute of Remote Sensing and GIS / Peking University, China
Maurizio Falanga International Space Science Institute - Beijing
Raphael Garcia ISAE, France
Patrick Gaulme Department of Astronomy, New Mexico State University, USA
Jan Harms Gran Sasso Science Institute, Italy
Hiroaki Shiraishi Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), Japan
Heiner Igel Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences Geophysics, LMU, Germany
Wing Huen Ip National Central University, Graduate Institute of Astronomy, Taiwan
Xianghua Jiang China Earthquake Networks Centre, China Earthquake Administration, China
Taichi Kawamura National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Japan
Amir Khan ETHZ, Switzerland
Martin Knapmeyer DLR, Germany
Brigitte Knapmeyer-Endrun MPS, Germany
Patty Lin Taiwan Oceanographic Research Institute, Taiwan
Philippe Lognonné University Paris Diderot/Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris, France
Yosio Nakamura The University of Texas at Austin, Institute for Geophysics, USA
Clive Neal University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, USA
Jieyuan Ning Peking University, China
Shuoxian Ning Peking University, China
Shaobo Qu Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China
Sébastien de Raucourt IPGP, France
Nick Schmerr University of Maryland, College Park, USA
Daoyun Sun University of Science and Technology of China, China
Chi Wang National Space Science Center, CAS, China
Yanbin Wang Peking University, China
Renee Weber MSFC, Huntsville, USA
Mark Wieczorek LAGRANGE/Observatoire de la Cote d’Azur, France
Ling Xin Science reporter, Bulletin of the CAS
Anna Yang International Space Science Institute - Beijing
Hsin-Ying Yang University of Science and Technology of China, China
Peimin Zhu China University of Geosciences, China

太空|TAIKONG
国际空间科学研究所 - 北京 ISSI-BJ Magazine

No. 10 June 2018

LUNAR AND PLANETARY 
SEISMOLOGY

Taikong_10_cover.indd   2-3 2018/7/4   10:12 AM

Authors: Philippe Lognonné (IPGP, France), 
Wing Huen Ip (NCU, GIA, Taiwan), Yosio Nakamura 
(UTIG, USA), Wang Yanbin (SESS, PKU, China), Mark 
Wieczorek (LAGRANGE/ OCA, France), William 
Bruce Banerdt (JPL/ Caltech, USA), Raphael Gar-
cia (ISAE/SUPAERO, France), Patrick Gaulme (MPS/
MPG, Germany), Jan Harms (GSSI, Italy), Heiner Igel 
(LMU, Germany), Taichi Kawamura (IPGP, France), 
Martin Knapmeyer (DLR, Germany), Brigitte Knap-
meyer-Endrun (MPS, Germany), Shaobo Qu (HUST, 
China), Daoyuan Sun (USTC, China), Chi Wang 
(NSSC, CAS, China), Lin Xu (NSSC, CAS, China), Jin-
hai Zhang (IGG, CAS, China), Peimin M. Zhu (CUG, 
China)

Editor: Anna Yang (ISSI-BJ, China)
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太空|TAIKONG
国际空间科学研究所 - 北京 ISSI-BJ Magazine

No. 11 June 2018

ROADS TOWARDS SAMPLE 
RETURN 

FROM COMETS AND ASTEROIDS

No. 11, 2018
Roads Towards Sample Return from Comets and Asteroids

At the time when China considers flying a full-
scale sample return mission as one of the com-
ponents of its Strategic Priority Program on Space 
Science of the 14th Five-Year Plan, the ISSI-BJ Fo-
rum on “Roads towards Sample Return from Com-
ets and Asteroids” discussed the science drivers 
and key sample collection objectives of such mis-
sions in an international context, and explored the 
possible mission scenarios. 

This TAIKONG magazine may constitute an im-
portant contribution to the Chinese exploration 
program of small bodies of the solar nebula, and 
trigger opportunities for international collabora-
tions. The coordination and synergy with other 
ongoing projects around the world may help us 
more efficiently understand the origin and evolu-
tion of the solar system.

Authors: Antonella Barucci (Observatoire de 
Paris, France), John Brucato (Arcetri Observatory, 
Italy), Ian Franchi (Open University, UK), Jeremie La-
sue (IRAP, France), Xu Lin (NSSC, CAS, China) Yang-
ting Lin (IGG, CAS, China), Holger Sierks (MPS, Ger-
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FORTHCOMING FORUMS

Discover the Sky by Longest Wavelength with Small Satellite 
Constellation

January 23-25, 2019

Conveners: 

• Xuelei CHEN, NAOC, China
• Ji WU, NSSC, CAS, China
• Jack BURNS, Colorado University, USA
• Joe SILK, JHU / IAP, United States / France
• Leon KOOPMANS, University of Groningen, The Netherlands
• Hanna ROTHKAEHL, SRC, PAS, Poland
• Maurizio FALANGA, ISSI-BJ, China

The aims of this ISSI-BJ FORUM are to discuss 
the problems of low frequency radio observation, 
which is hampered on the ground by the iono-
sphere and man-made radio frequency interfer-
ences, and so far our knowledge about the sky in 
this part of the electromagnetic spectrum is very 
limited. The scientific problems related to this in-
clude e.g., the cosmic dark age and dawn, the Sun, 
planets and exoplanets, interstellar medium (ISM), 
galactic structure, radio galaxies, quasars, clusters 
and intergalactic medium (IGM).   

The Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) in col-
laboration with domestic and international part-
ners, is preparing to carry out a few pilot experi-
ments during the Chang’e-4 (CE-4) lunar mission 

to be launched this year (2018), and is carrying out 
intensive studies for a possible future lunar orbit 
array mission.  The lunar orbit array is made up 
of satellites flying in linear formation on the same 
orbit, which make both interferometric and single 
unit observations of the sky on the part of orbit 
where the Earth is shielded from the view by the 
Moon.  

During this FORUM the participants will discuss 
the various science problems related to the low 
frequency radio, such as the signature of cosmic 
dark age and dawn, the solar system, galactic and 
extragalactic sources, the propagation effects, and 
data analysis methods. 

Picture Credit: NAOC
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Science Missions using CubeSats

June 6-7, 2019

Conveners: 

• Mohammad Ebrahimi SEYEDABADI, Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation Organization (APSCO), China
• Maurizio Falanga, ISSI-BJ, China

The Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation Organiza-
tion (APSCO) is proposing to organize a training 
course followed up by two days of brainstorm-
ing forum on “Science Missions using CubeSats” 
in 2019. The training course will be organized for 
three days by APSCO and then a two-days brain-
storming forum jointly organized by ISSI-BJ and 
APSCO will follow. Both events share the same 
theme and topic of “Science Missions using 
CubeSats”.

CubeSats have enjoyed widespread acceptance 
in the space community since their inception, with 
a growing developer list. CubeSat can help reduce 
the costs of technical developments and scientif-
ic investigations. This lowered barrier to entry has 
greatly increased access to space, leading to an 
exponential growth in the popularity of CubeSats 
also in space development countries. Although 
barriers to entry are very low but the return on 
education, experience, and collaborative relation-
ships gained can be invaluable. Small satellites 
have been launched with considerable success by 
many organizations in developed and developing 
countries. Over 800 CubeSats have been launched 
as of April 2018. Some CubeSats became the first 
national satellites of their countries. Producing 
their own satellites was considered a national 

achievement and a source of national pride by 
each country. Coupled with realistic and focused 
goals such satellites make it possible for a country 
with even a small research budget and little or no 
experience with space technology to participate 
in their development, launching and operation. 
Small satellites thus present an ideal opportunity 
for training students, engineers and scientists in 
different disciplines, including engineering, soft-
ware development for on-board and ground com-
puters and management of sophisticated techni-
cal programs.

Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation Organization 
(APSCO), as the multilateral inter-governmen-
tal organization, not only promotes the regional 
space cooperation, but also enhances the capac-
ity building of its Member States in different dis-
ciplines. For this purpose, the training course on 
“Science Missions using CubeSats” is proposed by 
APSCO, in collaboration with ISSI-BJ, to promote 
international cooperation. The program will invite 
well-known experts to share their profound expe-
riences and valuable thoughts and insights at this 
training, to train students and faculties from Mem-
ber States for using small satellite and for the joint 
ISSI-BJ forum for discussing key sciences that can 
be developed for CubeSats science missions. 

CubeSats orbiting Earth, 
Picture Credit: ESA
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Exploring Greenhouse Gases, Water and Climate Changes by 
LEO-LEO Occultation

July 24-25, 2019

Conveners: 

• Daren Lv, IAP, CAS, China 
• Yueqiang Sun, NSSC, CAS, China 
• Gottfried Kirchengast, WEGC, University of Graz, Austria 
• Armin Loescher, ESA Future Missions Division, Netherlands 
• Stig Syndergaard, DMI Copenhagen, Denmark 
• Maurizio Falanga, ISSI-BJ, China 
• Quanlin Fan, NSSC, CAS, China 
• Congliang Liu, NSSC, CAS, China 
• Xin Wang, IAP, CAS, China

The atmospheric thermodynamic state vari-
ables (i.e., temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.) 
and greenhouse gases are essential climate vari-
ables (ECVs) and significant in physical/chemical 
processes of the atmosphere, which play very im-
portant roles in the earth system, ecosystem and 
human society. The responses and feedback of 
these ECVs to global change are one of the key 
questions in the earth science. However, the ex-
isting ground-based and satellite observations 
are still far from enough to function properly in 
atmospheric physics and global climate change 
research that requires long-term stable, global 
coverage, high spatial resolution and simultane-
ous measurement of these ECVs, to deliver atmo-
sphere and climate benchmark data. The bench-
mark observations also helpful to understand the 
exchanges among the atmospheric water vapor, 
ice liquid water and ice crystals, under strong con-
vection conditions.  

Advanced technique microwave occultation-us-
ing centimeter and millimeter wave signals be-
tween low Earth orbit satellites (LEO-LEO mi-
crowave occultation, LMO) can exploit both the 
refraction and absorption of the signals to solve 
the temperature-humidity ambiguity in the tro-
posphere. Thus LMO enables to retrieve pressure, 
temperature, and humidity profiles without back-

ground information. Liquid water and rain rate 
profiles as well as turbulence and complementary 
3D cloud information can be co-observed. 

Additionally, the LEO-LEO infrared-laser occul-
tation (LIO), using laser signals in the short-wave 
infrared band 2–2.5 μm between LEO satellites, 
has been designed to accurately observe key trace 
gas species for chemistry and climate, in line-of-
sight wind speed, and also profiles of cloud layers 
and aerosols as by-products. 

In China, an Atmosphere and Climate Explorers 
LABoratory (ACELAB) mission concept has been 
proposed to the Strategic Priority Research Pro-
gram of Chinese Academy Science (SPRPCAS). A 
mission for benchmark monitoring of the Earth’s 
atmospheric thermodynamic state variables, 
greenhouse gases and climate change by micro-
wave and infrared-laser crosslink occultation and 
3D clouds imaging from low Earth orbits.  

The aims of this ISSI-BJ FORUM are to discuss 
1) the key scientific questions of responses and 
feedbacks of ECVs physical/chemical processes to 
global change; 2) the scientific objectives and ob-
servation requirements of ACELAB mission; 3) the 
LMO/LIO techniques in terms of principles, algo-
rithms and payloads.

Picture Credit: WEGC
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2nd Strategic Forum on Space Science: Frontiers and Opportunities

September 4-5, 2019

Conveners: 

• Ji Wu, CAS/NSSC, China
• Alvaro Giménez, CSIC, Spain
• Maurizio Falanga, ISSI-BJ, China 

Jointly organized by the International Space 
Science Institute in Beijing (ISSI-BJ), and the Na-
tional Space Science Center (NSSC), the forum 
invites prominent scientists within a diversity of 
space science disciplines, i.e. space astronomy, 
solar physics, space physics, space earth science 
and planetary science. The two days forum aims 
to discuss and identify important scientific fron-
tiers and what future space science missions could 
be planned in order to get answers to the related 
questions. 

As a new player in the field of space science, 
China is increasingly making effort to improve its 
contributions in this area since 2011, with sever-
al science missions, such as DAMPE, QUESS, suc-
cessfully launched and now still in operation. In 
the near future, several other missions, such as EP, 
ASO-S, SMILE, are under development. However, 
what are the next steps in our science program 
is still open or needs to be planned in the near 
future.

Concept figure of the DAMPE satellite. Picture Credit: NSSC.
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Cross-scale Measurements of Space Plasmas to Explore Magnetic 
Reconnection

September 5-6, 2019

Conveners: 

• Walter Gonzalez, INPE, BAS, Brazil
• Vytenis Vasyliunas, MPI, Germany
• Chi Wang, NSSC, CAS, China
• Lei Dai, NSSC, CAS, China
• Malcolm Dunlop, RAL&BUAA, UK&China
• Philippe Escoubet, ESTEC, ESA
• Vassilis Angelopoulos, UCLA, USA

• Giovanni Lapenta, KU Leuven, Belgium
• Tai Phan, UC Berkeley, US
• Larry Kepko, NASA/GSFC, US
• Alessandro Retino, LPP, EP, France
• Michael Hesse, University of Bergen, Nor-

way
• Maurizio Falanga, ISSI-BJ, China

Magnetic Reconnection refers to conversion 
of magnetic energy into particle energy as two 
magnetic field lines tangle and “reconnect” in the 
plasma. Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental 
process in the solar atmosphere, astrophysical 
systems, the laboratory plasmas and the terrestrial 
magnetosphere. It is the central question regard-
ing energy transfer in the solar-terrestrial connec-
tion.     

 The in-situ measurement is crucial to under-
standing magnetic reconnection. Our Earth’s 
magnetosphere is an ideal laboratory for in-situ 
detection of magnetic reconnection. Thanks to 
ESA’s Cluster mission, NASA’s THEMIS mission and 
MMS mission, these spacecraft missions provides 
precious  measurements on the electron-kinet-
ic scale (MMS), the ion-kinetic scale (Cluster), or 
the Macro-scale (THEMIS) of magnetic reconnec-
tion. However, we still lack an unified picture of 
the mechanism and consequence of magnetic 
reconnection on these fundamental spacial scales 
of plasmas. Investigations of important questions 
such as when magnetic reconnection occurs (the 
onset problem) rely on simultaneous measure-
ments of electron-ion-macro scales.      

 Since 2016, the National Space Science Cen-
ter (NSSC) started to carry out concept studies on 
a mission proposal named “Self-Adaptive Mag-
netic Reconnection Microscope Mission” (SAM-

RM). SAMRM aims to make simultaneous and 
self-adaptive measurements of plasmas at elec-
tron-ion-macro scales with a fleet of 12+ cubesats 
and one mother satellite.    

Since the proposed constellation mission using 
multiple cubsats, in addition to the main satellite, 
will have the capability of measuring reconnection 
related plasmas and fields simultaneously at the 
electro-ion scales as well as at several MACRO 
scales, we believe that such a capability will rep-
resent an important advance in magnetospheric 
reconnection research. Although the reconnection 
physics at the electron-ion scales is an important 
subject for investigation, as shown by the CLUS-
TER, THEMIS and MMS missions, the reconnection 
processes and structures defined at several MAC-
RO scales are expected to finally define the main 
magnetospheric plasmas and fields changes due 
to reconnection.   

The main aim of this ISSI-BJ forum is to gather 
input from the space physics community on the 
science goals for future investigations of magnet-
ic reconnection. We would like to elucidate the 
importance of science questions of magnetic re-
connection and space plasma physics that can be 
resolved by the proposed new mission in combi-
nation with other existing missions (Cluster, THE-
MIS, MMS, SWARM, etc). The proposed new mis-
sion is also open for international collaborations. 
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Science Objectives and Observation System for the International 
Meridian Circle

September 23-25, 2019

Conveners: 

• William Liu, National Space Science Center, CAS, China
• Michel Blanc, Institut de Recherche en Astrophysique et Planétologie, CNRS, France
• John Carl Foster, MIT Haystack Observatory, USA
• Eric Frank Donovan, University of Calgary, Canada
• Mioara Mandea, CNES, France
• Maurizio Falanga, ISSI-BJ, China 

Over the past half-century, ground-based ob-
servations of the atmosphere and space have ex-
perienced a steady growth, both in number and 
sophistication. Now nearly 1000 instruments of dif-
ferent kinds are deployed and operational around 
the globe, with a concentration toward the great 
meridian circle centered on 120° E - 60° W. Up till 
now, networks of ground-based instruments are 
continental in scale at most. In order to reach the 
global scale, a formal mechanism of international 
cooperation needs to be instituted to incorporate 
hundreds of instruments from different countries 
and harmonize the operation and data acquisition 
thereof. The first objective of IMCP is to create an 
effective international cooperation scheme to de-
velop and operate the first global-scale network of 
ground-based instruments for the study of atmo-
spheric and space phenomena.  

Ample evidence suggests that the physical sys-
tems of Earth are closely coupled. The interplan-
etary space and geospace exert both short- and 
long-term forcings on the atmosphere. Litho-
spheric processes such as earthquakes leave dis-
tinct precursory marks in the ionosphere, which 
could be exploited as a forecasting tool for natural 
disasters. The atmosphere, with its several layers, 
is itself an epitome of multiscale coupling and has 
a profound influence on life and the environment 
sustaining life. The second objective of IMCP is to 
study the lithosphere, atmosphere, geospace, and 
interplanetary space as a coupled complex system 
and serve as a platform for multidisciplinary re-
search. 

With the advent of nano-satellite technologies 
such as the Cubesat standard, the cost of access to 
space is projected to decrease substantially. Large 
constellations of light-weight and relatively simple 
nano-satellites (between 1 and 10 kg in mass) are 
particularly suited to complementing the pow-
erful remote-sensing observations of networked 
ground-based instruments to render a 3D, dynam-
ic, and multi-scaled picture of the physical phe-
nomena covered by the IMCP. The third objective 
of IMCP is to develop a nano-satellite and payload 
standard suited to physical studies of the coupled 
earth-space systems and institute an international 
cooperation by which constellations of such na-
no-satellites are launched periodically to comple-
ment the observations by the IMCP ground-based 
instruments.  

With the progress of information technology, 
notions such as Big Data and Artificial Intelligence 
have entered the lexicon of scientific discourse. 
There are patterns and relationships in the histori-
cal data, as well as the >2 TB annual data from the 
IMCP, that are difficult to discern by human per-
ception or describe by linear logic. The fourth ob-
jective of IMCP is to apply leading-edge big-da-
ta analytics and artificial intelligence to enable 
deeper explorations of the complex relationships 
governing the lithosphere-atmosphere-geospace 
system.  

The primary goal of this ISSI-BJ Forum is to flow 
the IMCP goals and needs down to well-defined 
important scientific problems and a research strat-
egy for their solution. 
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Exploration of Outer Heliosphere and Nearby Interstellar Medium

November 7-8, 2019 

Conveners: 

• Chi Wang, NSSC, CAS, China
• Ralph L., MCNUTT, Jr. JHU/APL, USA
• John RICHARDSON, MIT, USA
• Robert F. Wimmer-Schweingruber, University of Kiel, Germany
• Maurizio Falanga, ISSI-BJ, China 

The outer heliosphere and its interaction with 
surrounding interstellar space is still an uncharted 
territory in heliophysics. Although in-situ obser-
vations from Voyagers and remote observations 
from IBEX and Cassini are providing significant 
new information about the heliospheric boundary 
region, a specially designed interstellar probe with 
modern instruments and measurement require-
ments better defined by these recent observations 
can provide the new information to the scientific 
questions, likely: 

1) What is the nature of the nearby interstellar 
medium? 

2) How does solar wind evolve and interact with 
the interstellar medium? 

3) What is the structure and dynamics of helio-
sphere? 

4) How did matter in the solar system and inter-
stellar medium originate and evolve?

NASA and ESA have done many pre-studies 
on a specially designed interstellar mission. Since 
2014, China started to carry out some concept 
studies on similar mission, such as the Strategic 
Priority Research Program of Chinese Academy of 
Sciences. Recently, a Xiangshan scientific confer-
ence was held in Beijing to discuss the feasibility 
of launching two interstellar probes with opposite 
directions by China. One probe is expected to fly 
towards the heliospheric “nose” region and the 
other one is towards the heliotail.

The aims of this ISSI-BJ FORUM are related to 
understand the global nature of our local galac-
tic environment, which is significantly more com-
plex than previously thought. During this FORUM 
the participants, will discuss: 1) the most valuable 
scientific objectives for two different directions; 
2) how to maximize scientific outputs during the 
journey to the heliospheric boundary; 3) payload 
suggestions and specifications.

An annotated illustration of the interstellar medium.. Picture Credit: Charles Carter/Keck Institute for Space Studies
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FORTHCOMING WORKSHOPS

Oscillatory Processes in Solar and Stellar Coronae

October 14-18, 2019 

Conveners: 

• Valery Nakariakov, University of Warwick, UK
• Dipankar Banerjee, Indian Institute for Astrophysics, India
• Bo Li, Shandong University, China
• Tongjiang Wang, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center, USA
• Ivan Zimovets, ISSI-BJ, China/Space Research Institute of RAS, Russia
• Maurizio Falanga, ISSI-BJ, China

In 2019 there will be the 50th anniversary of the 
first detection of oscillatory processes in the solar 
corona as a quasi-periodic pulsation (QPP) of an 
X-ray and radio emission produced by a solar flare 
(Parks & Winckler, 1969). Coronal oscillations are 
detected and analysed in all observational bands, 
from radio to gamma-rays, and with ground-
based and spaceborne instruments. TAnalysis and 
modelling of solar coronal oscillations and waves 
resulted in the successful implementation of the 
wave-based plasma diagnostic techniques (“mag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) seismology”), contrib-
uted to the solution of the enigmatic problems of 
solar coronal heating and fast solar wind acceler-
ation, and created a solid ground for the exploita-
tion of solar-stellar and coronal-magnetospheric 
analogies. 

The successful exploitation of the abundant 
information on oscillatory processes in the solar 
corona, obtained with the current generation of 
spaceborne and ground-based observational in-
struments (especially SDO/AIA, Hinode/EIS, STE-
REO/EUVI, NoRH and IRIS), and comprehensive 
theoretical numerical and analytical modelling, 
and the need for the identification of the future 
research avenues being opened up by the upcom-
ing new generation of the solar instruments (Park-
er Solar Probe, DKIST, Proba-3 ASPIICS, ASO-S, 
Aditya, Solar Orbiter, Siberian Radio Heliograph, 
MUSER, InterHelioProbe, and ARKA) requires 
consolidated efforts of the international research 
community.   

This ISSI-BJ workshop will gather the most active 
researchers in the field, which will allow us to sum-
marise the main research achievements reached 
in the last decade, identify important gaps in our 
knowledge and discrepancies between observa-
tions and theory and the ways for their resolution, 
assess existing data analysis and modelling tools 
and approaches, and identify the most promising 
future research avenues in our research field.  

For the first time, we shall debate the solar-stel-
lar analogy in the study of solar and stellar cor-
onal oscillations, based on the recent detections 
of quasi-periodic patterns in stellar flaring energy 
releases with Kepler and XMM-Newton, and the 
striking similarity of the properties of those oscil-
latory patterns in solar and stellar flares. The iden-
tification of the solar-stellar analogy is especially 
timely now in the context of the TESS space mis-
sion.     

An important outcome will be the publica-
tion of a Topical Collection of the Space Science 
Reviews and an ISSI 
monograph, sum-
marising the current 
state-of-the-art in the 
field, identifying future 
research avenues, and 
reflecting on discus-
sions on the proposed 
workshop.
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ISSI-BJ’S ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Board of Trustees

The Board of Trustees supervises the work ac-
complished at the Institute, exerts financial control 
and appoints the Directors. It consists of represen-
tatives of the Founder and of the funding agen-
cies. The Board of Trustees is presided over by Ji 
Wu.

Directorate

The Directorate is in charge of the scientific, op-
erational and administrative management of the 
Institute. It interacts with the Funding Agencies, 
the Board of Trustees and the Science Committee. 

The Directorate consists of Executive Director 
(Maurizio Falanga) and Administrative Director 
(Xiaolong Dong).

Science Committee

The Science Committee is shared with ISSI and 
is made up of internationally known scientists ac-
tive in the field covered by ISSI-BJ and ISSI. 

Chaired by Mioara Mandea, the Science Com-
mittee advises and supports the Directorate in the 
establishment of the scientific agenda providing 
a proper equilibrium among the activities and re-
views and grades the International Team propos-
als in response to the annual call. 

Science Committee members serve a three year 
term with a possible extension of one year. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES & ISSI-BJ STAFF

Board of Trustees

• Chair: WU Ji, Director-General, NSSC, CAS, 
China

• Maurizio Falanga, Executive Director, ISSI-BJ, 
Chin 

• Karl Bergquist, Administrator for the Interna-
tional Relations Department, European Space 
Agency

• Roger-Maurice Bonnet, International Scien-
tist, France

• CAO Jinghua, Deputy Director-General, Bu-
reau of International Cooperation, CAS, China

• DONG Xiaolong, Administrative Director, IS-
SI-BJ

• Georges Meylan, Ecole Polytechnique 
Federale de Lausanne, Switzerland

• LI Xinjun, Secretary-General, Asia-Pacific 
Space Cooperation Organization, China

• WANG Chi, Deputy Director-General, NSSC, 
CAS, China

• Secretary: Xiaoyu Li, NSSC, CAS, China

Staff

Maurizio Falanga, 
Executive Director

Anna Yang, 
PR & 
Editorial Manager

Xiaolong Dong, 
Administrative Director

Lijuan En, 
Assistant to ED

Ivan Zimovets, 
Post-doc

Richard de Grijs,
Discipline Scientist
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SCIENCE COMMITTEE

Members of the Science Committee:

Chair: Mioara Mandea, CNES, Paris, France

• Daniel Baker, University of Colorado, USA

• Corinne Charbonnel, Department of Astronomy, 
University of Geneva, Switzerland

• Xiaolong Dong, International Space Science 
Institute Beijing, Beijing, China (ex officio)

• Lyndsay Fletcher, University of Glasgow, 
Scotland

• Masaki Fujimoto, Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency, Sagamihara, Japan

• Stein Haaland, University of Bergen, Norway

• Louise Harra, University College of London, 
United Kingdom

• Kevin Heng, Center for Space and Habitability, 
University of Bern, Switzerland

• Timothy Horbury, Imperial College, London, UK

• Vladislav Izmodenov, IKI, Russian Academy of 

Sciences, Moscow, Russia (ex officio RAS)

• Arvind Parmar, ESTEC ESA, Noordwijk, The 
Netherlands (ex officio ESA)

• Francesca Primas, ESO, Munich, Germany

• Michael Rast, ESA ESRIN, Frascati, Italy (ex 
officio ESA)

• Heike Rauer, DLR Institute of Planetary 
Research, Berlin, Germany

• Nathan Schwadron, University of New 
Hampshire, Durham, USA

• Sami Solanki, MPI for Solar System Research, 
Göttingen, Germany

• Christophe Sotin, NASA Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL/Caltech), Pasadena, USA

• Frances Westall, CNRS Orleans Campus, 
Orleans, France
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

In the 2018 fiscal year, from January 1 to De-
cember 31 of 2018, ISSI-BJ was operated with the 
total revenue of 2,017,643.07 RMB, and the total 
expenses were 2,457,870.16 RMB, which leads to a 
deficit of 440,227.09 RMB for the 2018 fiscal year.

The funding revenues include: direct financial 
support of 350,000.00 RMB from the Bureau of 
International Cooperation of  Chinese  Academy  
of Sciences (CAS) as international organization 
project for ISSI-BJ operation and activities, proj-
ect support of 1,500,000.00 RMB from the Bureau 
of Major Research and  Development  Programs  
of CAS for activities; and the direct support of 
167,643.07 RMB from the National Space Science 
Center (NSSC) of CAS for expenses on premises, 
facilities, half salary of one staff member, and the 
expenses for the ISSI-BJ BoT meeting in Bern. 

 The NSSC in-kind support, including the use 
of the premises, visa and finance management, IT 
support and support for the administrative direc-
tor, is not included in the statistics.

The expenses include: expenses on the scien-
tific activities including 2 forums, 1 workshop, 14 
team meetings, 1 space science school; the salary 
of the executive director and 2 staff members; do-
mestic and international traveling expenses of the 
executive director and staffs; and other daily op-
erating and maintaining expenses. The expenses 
of the premises use and administrative expenses, 
and salary of the administrative director, and the 
support of student assistant for ISSI-BJ activities, 
which are in- kind support from NSSC, are not in-
cluded.

Funding Sources Amount
Bureau of International 
Cooperation, CAS

350,000.00

Bureau of Major R & D 
Projects, CAS

1,500,000.00 Strategic priority program on space 
science for ISSI-BJ activities

NSSC Direct Support 167,643.07 Half salary of 1 staff member, 
premises and other direct supporting

Total: 2,017,643.07

Expenses Amount
Scientific Activities 1,197,842.66 2 forums, 1 workshop, 1 space 

school, 14 team meetings
Local Transportation 19,434.00
Design, Publications, Printing, 
Post, Telecommunication

221,219.89 Telecommunication, Taikong 
magzine, Internet, Springer, etc.

Salary 611,973.99 Executive Director & staff (1.5)
Travelling 265,859.14 International and domestic
Premises 66,002.47 Daily maintenance, telephone, etc, 

Other Reception Expenses 75,538.01
BoT & annual dinner, ED interview, 
outreach expenses, Visiting 
Committee meeting, etc.

Total 2,457,870.16

Operating Expenses in RMB for 2018 Fiscal Year (1 January, 2018 – 31 December, 2018)

Total Revenues in RMB for 2018 Fiscal Year (1 January, 2018 – 31 December, 2018)
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FACILITIES

The new 205 m2 ISSI-BJ facilities include one small meeting room (suitable for up to 12 participants) 
with a coffee break area, as well as a library with all ISSI-BJ and ISSI publications, and one big meeting 
room (suitable for up to 36 participants). 

The three attached office rooms, equipped with laptops, fast internet connection, printer and paper 
shredder, offer space for the ISSI-BJ staff members, as well as for the visiting scientists. 

ISSI-BJ office is located in the Building A at the Zhongguancun campus of the National Space Science 
Center, Chinese Academy of Sciences (NSSC, CAS).

 ISSI-BJ main office space with a small meeting room and office rooms attached 

Big meeting room (Saturn Hall)A
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Furthermore, ISSI-BJ shares its conference facilities with the National Space Science Center of the Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences. The facilities are composed of six seminar rooms (20-30 participants each), two 
lecture halls (up to 100 participants each) and one multimedia conference hall (30 participants). 

All rooms are equipped with overhead projectors for large screen presentations and high speed wireless 
network connection.

Big meeting room (Saturn Hall)

Coffee break area Small library
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INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE INSTITUTE IN BERN

About ISSI

The International Space Science Institute (ISSI) 
was created by Space Pioneer Professor Johannes 
Geiss in 1995. Since then, the institute offers sci-
entists from all around the world a forum to work 
together. 

On average, ISSI is now hosting around 950 sci-
entists per year in its activities, in the framework of 
International Teams, Workshops, Working Groups, 
or Forums. ISSI is using all these tools to address, 
in a strict scientific framework, controversial issues 
and to promote a science program related directly 
to the most pressing issues raised by space and 
Earth science missions. 

International Teams

In total, 67 Team meetings took place in 2018. 
On average, the teams publish over 200 peer-re-
viewed papers per year. 

Thirty-three new International Teams, four of 
which are joint with ISSI-Beijing, started their proj-
ects in the twenty-fourth ISSI business year (July 
2018 to June 2019). 

Workshops

In the reported period ISSI organized eight 
Workshops with the following topics:

- Comets: Post 67P Perspectives, in col-
laboration with the MiARD Project (15-19 January 
2018)

- Role of Sample Return in Addressing Ma-
jor Outstanding Questions in Planetary Sciences, 
in collaboration with Europlanet (5-9 February 

2018)

- Understanding the Relationship between 
Coastal Sea Level and Large-Scale Ocean Circula-
tion (5-9 March 2018)

- ExoOceans: Space Exploration of the 
Outer Solar System Icy Moons Oceans, in collabo-
ration with ESSC-ESF (18-22 June 2018)

- Auroral Physics (6-10 August 2018)
- Using Tidal Disruption Events to Study 

Super-Massive Black Holes (8-12 October 2018)
- Reading Terrestrial Planet Evolution in 

Isotopes and Element Measurements, in collabo-
ration with Europlanet (22-26 October 2018) 

- Understanding the Diversity of Planetary 
Atmospheres, in collaboration with Europlanet 
(12-16 November 2018)

All Workshops activities lead to a topical collec-
tion in Spaces Science Reviews or an issue in Sur-
veys in Geophysics and are reprinted as a volume 
in the Space Science Series of ISSI (SSSI) published 
by Springer.

Working Groups

Three Working Groups worked on their proj-
ects and two of them met directly at ISSI in 2018: 
“Virtual Sea Ice Mission” led by S. Mecklenburg 
and M. Drusch (3-4 May 2018) and “Ionospheric 
Multi-Spacecraft Analysis Tools” led by M. Dunlop 
and H. Lühr (7-9 May 2018). The latter was an ed-
itorial meeting and this WG will publish their re-
sults in a Scientific Report Volume in 2019. 

Forum

A Forum on “Small Satellites for Space Science 
(4S)” took place on 10-11 April 2018. This was a 
follow-up Forum, both meetings aimed to devel-
op an international scientific roadmap on Small 
Satellites for Space Science, focusing particularly 
on CubeSats and CubeSat-technology enabled 
Small Satellites. The findings and recommenda-
tions will be published in the journal “Advances in 
Space Research”.
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Group picture of the participants of the ISSI Workshop on ExoOceans: 
Space Exploration of the Outer Solar System Icy Moons Oceans

Publications

Six volumes of the Space Sciences Series of ISSI, 
that resulted from the correspondent ISSI Work-
shops, were published in the course of 2018:

Volume 62: “Integrative Study of the Mean Sea 
Level and its Components” edited by A. Cazenave, 
N. Champollion, F. Paul, J. Benveniste, ISBN 978-3-
319-56490-6, reprinted from Surveys in Geophys-
ics, Volume 38, Issue 1, 2017.

Volume 63: “High Performance Clocks, with 
Special Emphasis on Geodesy and Geophysics 
and Applications to Other Bodies of the Solar Sys-
tem”, edited by R. Rodrigo, V. Dehant, L. Gurvits, 
M. Kramer, R. Park, P. Wolf, J. Zarnecki, ISBN 978-
94-024-1565-0, previously published online as a 
Topical Collection in the Space Science Reviews.

Volume 65: “Shallow Clouds, Water Vapor, Cir-
culation and Climate Sensitivity”, edited by R. 
Pincus, D. Winker, S. Bony, B. Stevens, ISBN 978-
3-319-77273-8, reprinted from Surveys in Geo-
physics, Volume 38, Issue 6, 2017.

Volume 67: “The Scientific Foundation of Space 
Weather”, edited by D. Baker, A. Balogh, T. Gom-
bosi, H.E.J. Koskinen, A. Veronig, R. von Steiger, 
ISBN 978-94-024-1587-2, previously published 
online as a Topical Collection in the Space Science 
Reviews.

Volume 68: “Supernovae” edited by A. Bykov, R. 
Chevalier, J. Raymond, F. Thielemann, M. Falanga, 
R. von Steiger, ISBN 978-94-024-1580-3, previ-
ously published online as a Topical Collection in 
the Space Science Reviews.

Furthermore, one Scientific Report appeared in 
2018:

Volume 15: “Earth Observation Open Science 
and Innovation” edited by P.P. Mathieu, Ch. Au-

brecht, ISBN 978-3-319-65632-8, Results of an 
ISSI Working Group, this book is published open 
access under a CC BY 4.0 license.

Operation

Three statutory bodies interact regularly in 
matters of strategy, operation, finance or public 
relations: the Board of Trustees, the ISSI Director-
ate and the Science Committee. The latter gives 
also scientific advice to ISSI-BJ. 

In June 2018, Rafael Rodrigo, ISSI’s Executive 
Director, was called to the ministry of Science, 
Innovation and Universities after a change of the 
Government of Spain. ISSI’s Board of Trustees has 
subsequently elected Tilman Spohn from Germa-
ny to head the Institute as its new Executive Direc-
tor as of January 1, 2019. Together with the other 
Directors Rudolf von Steiger, Anny Cazenave and 
Joachim Wambsganss, the directorate is in charge 
of the scientific, operational and administrative 
management of the Institute. 

The European Space Agency (ESA), the Swiss 
Confederation, the Swiss Academy of Sciences 
(SCNAT) provide the financial resources for IS-
SI’s operation. The University of Bern contributes 
through a grant to a Director and in-kind facilities. 

The complete information about the Institute, 
its present and near term program and its publi-
cations can be found on the web page www.issi-
bern.ch.
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www.issibj.ac.cn

International Space Science Institute - Beijing 
No.1 Nanertiao, Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing China Postcode: 100190 

telephone: +86-10-62582811 /  email: info@issibj.ac.cn
地址：北京市海淀区中关村南二条一号 (100190)
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